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through a glass darkly
trying to understand the scriptures

royal skousen

introduction
in 1965 while on my missionmission inin finland I1 came across a most

interesting book in the personal library of one of the missionaries I1
was very impressed by the scholarly approach that this book took in
discussing the early history of the christian church I1 borrowed
that book and spent many enjoyable hours reading it later after my
mission I1 tried to get a copy of the book for my own library but
discovered that by that time this book was unfortunately out of print
A few years later when I1 was teaching at the university of texas
I1 decided to use this book for an institute class on the history of
the primitive church but the book was still out of print I1 phoned
sam weller s in salt lake city and was able to get an early version
of this book from 19521932 through 1954 this book had served as the
melchizedek priesthood manual for the church so I1 now had a
bound copy of the three original priesthood manuals but I1 still did
not have the version I1 really wanted finally in 1984 this book was
reprinted so now I1 am the proud owner of a book that has played
an important part inin my gospel education the book of course is
james L barkers apostasy from the divine church

it is for me then a great honor to be named thejamesthe james L barker
lecturer in language and linguistics for 19851983 86 this evening I1
would like to honor james L barker for his valuable contribution
to gospel scholarship rather than talking about probabilistic and
stochastic linguistics a subject of great interest to you all I1 have
instead decided to give a talk on a gospel subject but from a linguistic
point of view in other words I1 hope to give a talk that would
represent the spirit of james L barkers gospel writing namely
scholarship in defense of the kingdom

I1 have decided to speak tonight about a number of passages from
the scriptures that have caused misunderstanding and confusion

royal skousen is a professor of english at brigham young university this article was originally presented as
the 1985 james L barker lecture in language and linguistics
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in each of these passages the source of the difficulty has been the
language of the passage itself sometimes archaic words or changes
in word meaning cause misunderstanding other times incorrect
translations and even misprintssprintsmi can cause problems much of our
confusion over these passages can be resolved when we seek to
determine what the words in the scriptures originally meant by
dealing with such semantic difficulties we will find that our under-
standing of the scriptures will be greatly enhanced 2

OBSOLETE WORDS

in this first section of my paper I1 would like to deal with the
problem of obsolete words in the scriptures the kingjamesking james version
of the bible dates from 1611 and many of the words used in that
version are now archaic and basically indecipherable to the ordinary
reader

consider as a first example the word mete and with what
measure ye mete it shall be measured to you again matt 72
kingkingjamesjames version hereafter cited as KJVKJVI the greek word here is
metreitemetreite meaning simply you measure in other words I1 with what
measure you measure it will be measured to you the word mete
has essentially dropped out of the english language although there
is occasionally a literary use of it as in the phrase to mete out
punishment 3

another example is the word anpnprivitytilyvilytlly then herod when
he had privily called the wise men enquired of them diligently what
time the star appeared matt 27 KJV the greek word in this
case is lathramlathrailathrai which means secretly we still have a few relics
of the wordpivyword pridyprivy in english the euphemistic anpnprivyvy for an outhouse
also a euphemism the privy council in england and the idea of
being privy to some information but the adverbial formfotmprivtyanpnvily is

completely gone and an ordinary reader might therefore miss the
sneakiness of herodshernds methods

As a final example of this type in the new testament consider
the word mungetmangermangen and she brought forth her firstbornfirstborn son and
wrapped him in swaddling clothes and laid him in a manger
because there was no room for them in the inn luke 27 KJV
there really is no common modern use of the word manger except
in the nativity scene the english word manger was borrowed from
french and is related to the french verb manger meaning to eat
essentially a manger is a feeding trough for animals

it should be noted however that there are other more general
meanings that may be given to phaynephatnephatni the original greek word that
underlies manger like manger phaenephatne is based on a verb meaning
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to eat namely aurepateadrepateomai4pateomaiomai but in addition to the meaning
manger for phaynephatnephatni there are two other possibilities stall and
stable consider for instance the use ofphatne in luke 15151315 where

any of the three meanings could be possible doth not each one of
you on the sabbath loose his ox or his ass from the stall apo teytestis
paatphatphatiephatnephatnisnisj and lead him away to watering KJV it is not difficult
to see that the word for the feeding trough itself could be generalized
to refer to the place where the animal would feed from the trough
in fact given the context of luke 27 especially the last phrase in the
verse it probably makes better sense to translate the verse so that she

laid him in a stable because there was no place for them in the inn
the intended contrast in this verse seems to be between a place for
keeping animals a stable and a place for humans to spend the
night an inn 5 this is further supported by the context of verse 12

in which the angel would most reasonably tell the shepherds to look
for the baby in a stable thus I1 would translate the angels message
aass mouyouYou will find the baby wrapped in swaddling clothsclaths lying in a
stable

finally let us turn to an example from the doctrine and covenants
reproving betimes with sharpness when moved upon by the holy

ghost and then showing forth afterwards an increase of love

dacd&c 12143 the ordinary reader probably interprets betimes to
mean at times that is occasionally or sometimes but originally
betimes meant early immediately orinor in good time 6 forforinstanceinstance
in genesis 2631 we have the meaning early and they rose
up betimes in the morning KJV in the following line from
shakespeare s merchant of venice we have the meaning immediately
or speedily let me say amen betimes lest the devil cross my
prayer 7 finally in nathaniel hawthorne s marble faun published
in 1860 we have the meaning in good time or before it is too late

it is wise therefore to come back betimes or never 8 but today
hardly anyone knows the word betimes thus readers readily misread
dacd&c 12143 given the context of this verse it seems best to interpret
betimes as meaning promptly

CHANGES IN MEANING

I1 would now like to consider some passages in which the confusion
may be more serious very often a word will change in meaning with
the result that the ordinary reader unless warned will almost always
interpret the word according to its current meaning and thus make
serious errors in interpretation

consider for instance the word virtue in mark 530 or luke 846
and jesus immediately knowing in himself that virtue had gone
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out of him turned him about in the press and said who touched
my clothes KJV the modern reader tends to be quite confused
by this passage did jesus lose some of his moral goodness when
the woman touched his clothes in order to be healed in greek
the word corresponding to virtue is dynamis which means power
or strength in fact the same word serves as the basis for the
technical terms dynamo and dynamite in the early 1600s when the
kingjamesking james version of the bible was published virtue also had this
meaning originally the word came from the latin virtus meaning
manliness or valor and was based on the latin root vir man

over time the meaning of virtue has greatly varied changing from
manliness to warlike power to strength to any noble quality

and finally to any moral quality in particular chastity 9 thus today
we can speak of a womanscomans virtue an etymological impossibility

fortunately for latter day saint readers there is a footnote in the
recent LDS publication of the king james version that explains the
meaning of virtue in this verse in addition I1 would like to draw your
attention to an interesting comment joseph smith made in 1843 on
the meaning of this word

elder jedediah M grant enquired of me the cause of my turning
pale and losing strength last night while blessing children I1 told
him that I1 saw that lucifer would exert his influence to destroy
the children that I1 was blessing and I1 strove with all the faith and
spirit that I1 had to seal upon them a blessing that would secure
their lives upon the earth and so much virtue went out of me
into the children that I1 became weak from which I1 have not yet
recovered and I1 referred to the case of the woman touching the
hem of the garment of jesus the virtue here referred to is the spirit
of life and a man who exercises great faith in administering to
the sick blessing little children or confirming is liable to become
weaweakenedkenedY10

another example involving semantic change is the word closet
but thou when thou prayestgrayestprayest enter into thy closet and when thou

hast shut thy door pray to thy father which is in secret matt 66
KJV the modern reader readily interprets closet as meaning a
walkinwalk in enclosure for storing clothes and unsightly items yet no one
seriously thinks 1 I hope that prayers must be offered in the closet and
with the door shut the greek word here for closet is cameiontameion and
refers to an inner or private room in a house in fact this was the
normal meaning of closet during the early 1600s as well but today
the meaning of the word has been greatly restricted the intended
emphasis in this passage is on private prayer in contrast to the public
prayers of others compare the preceding verse matt 65

in john 142 we find the well known statement in my fathers
house are many mansions KJV to the modern reader it is somewhat
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strange for a house to contain even one mansion moreover the
word mansion implies a large imposing residence an obvious reward
for righteous living yet in the original greek there is no sense of
magnificence the greek word mongmone simply means a place to reside
or stay without the implication of extravagance in fact at the time
the king james version was translated the common meaning of
mansion was simply a dwelling place in particular mansion was
used to refer to separate apartments or lodgings inin a large house 12

thus many have translated this passage as in my fathers house are
many rooms

one final example of misleading words in the king james
version is the word meat as in pauls first letter to timothy 41 3

in the latter times some shall depart from the faith forbidding
to marry and commanding to abstain from meats KJV now this
is not a reference to meat that is the flesh of animals but instead
is a more general reference to different kinds of food the original
greek here is a plural form ofoifibromaoibromabroma which means food to readers
of the seventeenth century meat of course meant food andfieshand flesh was
used to refer to beef pork and sometimes poultry but not fishj3fish 13

similarly pauls use of this word aromabroma in 1 corinthians 32 can also
mislead the modern reader 1 I have fed you with milk and not with
meat KJV here paul is comparing the new members of the
church with their limited gospel understanding to infants who have
not yet matured enough to eat solid food and can therefore only be
fed milk

now let us turn to a couple of examples from the doctrine and
covenants first consider the use of the word only in that part of the
word of wisdom that deals with eating meat yea flesh also of
beasts and of the fowls of the air 1I the lord have ordained for
the use of man with thanksgiving nevertheless they are to be used
sparingly and it is pleasing unto me that they should not be used
only in times of winter or of cold or famine dacd&c 8912 13 1921
and 1981 editions in editions prior to 1921 the comma before only
was missing and it is pleasing unto me that they should not be
used only in times of winter or of cold or famine 1879 edition
A reader might interpret this as meaning that meat could be used at
any time not only in times of winter cold or famine

of course the real problem here is in the meaning of only in
the last century the word only very often had the meaning except
borfordor example the oxford english dictionary quotes a use of only that
undoubtedly means except forforbor many years the following notice
was painted up at bolton railway station do not cross the line only
by the bridge 14 clearly this is the appropriate sense of only in this
verse from section 89 james E talmage put the comma in the 1921
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edition but not in order to change the meaning of only instead the
meaning of only had changed and the comma was put in so that the
modern reader could read the verse and still get out its original
meaning A similar difficulty with only occurs in my patriarchal
blessing given by william R sloan in 1957 counsel with your dear
parents and they shall never direct you only in paths of righteousness
and truth and without a comma As a youth I1 thought the word
never was a mistake and I1 was tempted to cross it out but I1 was
wrong now when I1 read my blessing I1 mentally replace only with
except

another example that leads to a misunderstanding in our
scriptures is the word translate as in the eighth article of faith

we believe the bible to be the word of god as far as it is translated
correctly the ordinary reader tends to interpret this as meaning
that the only errors in the text of the bible are the result of trying
to translate the original languages into another language of course
there are many other errors besides translation errors in the biblical
text we can however make better sense of the word translate
in this article of faith when we consider joseph smiths use of
this word we should first note that the word translate is ultimately
derived from the latin transfereetransferretransferre and literally means to carry acrossj5across 15

language translation was originally viewed as a carrying across
since in older manuscript practice the original language was often
put in one column and the translation was put beside it in a
parallel column 16 in addition there are other meanings of the
word translate that show its older meaning of to carry across for
instance we talk about the city of enoch or various prophets being
translated

in fact joseph smiths use of the word translate seems to agree
with the original more general meaning of this word in referring
to the translation of a text joseph smith very often seemed to be
referring to how it had been carried down through time for instance
thejosephththe eJosephjoseph smith translation more commonly known as the inspired
version was not really a translation in our present day sense of
the word but instead was an attempt to restore through inspiration
the original meaning of the biblical text in fact robertjrobert J matthews
has argued that by using the word translated joseph smith
apparently meant to convey the meaning that is generally assigned
to the term transmitted for as the prophets own statements on the
matter show there was more involved in the history of the bible than
mere translation of languages 17 so the intended sense of the eighth
article of faith givenjosephgiven joseph smiths usage is probably we believe
the bible to be the word of god as far as it has come down to us
correctly
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A MISPRINT

we now turn to a different sort of error in the king james
version we read ye blind guides which strainstrain at a gnat and swallow
a camel matt 2324 the ordinary reader must undoubtedly
struggle trying to figure out what it means to strain at a gnat one
might even guess that it means to strain one s eyes while looking at
a gnat the problem here though is not the word strain but the
little word at this is a printing error that has persisted since the
original 1611 publication of the kingkingjamesjames version the translators
intended this passage to read as follows ye blind guides which
strain out a gnat and swallow a camel 18 the greek word here
is diylizodiy&6 which means to filter out figuratively speaking the
scribes and phariseesPharis ees could never tolerate a little gnat in their
or anybody else s drink but a camel could be swallowed whole

jesus of course is referring to the strictness with which these legalistic
jews had interpreted the law yet their concern for detail did not
prevent them from violating the most important commandments in
the law

traditional misinterpretations

now let us consider a couple of passages that readers have
traditionally misinterpreted the first one comes from cains answer
to the lord s question of where his brother abel was 1 I know
not am I1 my brothers keeper gen 49 KJV it is easy to
assume that cain should have been his brothers keeper instead
of murdering him but this interpretation misses the snottiness
in cains reply couldnt abel take care of himself did he have
to have someone look after him the hebrew word forkeeperforror keeper shomer
refers to a watchman a guard or anyone who has charge care or
oversight of something typically we have keepers of sheep baggage
wardrobes altars doors houses gates city walls forests fields
and the king s womenj9women 19 although shomer does not apply to children 20

the modern reader might get a better feel for cains answer if
we paraphrased it as how should 1I know am I1 my brothers
babysitterbaby sitter

another problem verse is in the sermon on the mount the first
beatitude reads blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven matt 53 KJV the phrase the poor in
spirit is a very literal translation of the greek hoi pt6khoiptokhoi toitol
pneumapneumatipneumaticti the english reader tends to interpret poor in spirit in
terms of the phrase in poor spirits in other words blessed are
the depressed yet if depression were enough tomaketo make the kingdom
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of heaven we would have all probably qualified at some time or
other originally the wordotptokhospt6khos poor came from the greek verb
pt&s6ptossb which means to crouch or cringe since this is a characteristic
pose of beggars the noun form pt6khosptokhos means beggar21beggar21 and the
corresponding adjective has the meaning reduced to beggary and by
extension extremely poor or destitute normally beggars beg for
physical necessities so the phrase t6ipneumatiintoiroi pneumaticpneumatipneumati in spirit is added to
distinguish these spiritual beggars from normal ones thus those who
beg for spiritual necessities will be rewarded with the kingdom of
heaven a spiritual reward

ALTERNalternativeAnVE translations

I1 would next like to consider an example where an alternative
translation is possible in revelation chapters I11 through 3 the lord
tellsjohntellijohntellstelltelisteilteli johnsJohn to write various messages to the angels of seven churches
in asia minor forbor example at the beginning of chapter 2 the
lord tells john to write to the angel of the church of ephesus
v 1 KJV in greek the word angelos means a messenger and is

used in several different ways in the new testament it can refer to
a human messenger sent by god or man a supernatural messenger
from god a guardian angel or an evil spirit that is one of satansgatans
angels

behold I1 send my messenger ton angelon mou before thy face
mark 12 KJV

and when the messengers tanton angelon of john were departed
luke 724 KJV

and the angel answering said unto zacharias I1 am gabriel that stand
in the presence of god luke 119 KJV

then said they it is peters angel acts 1215 KJV

depart from me ye cursed into everleverieverlastineverlastingeverlastingasting fire prepared for the devil
and his angels matt 2541 KJV

now in the first three chapters of revelation two possibilities exist
either the seven angels are envoys from the seven churches or they are
angels of god there has been a lot of discussion on this subject 7

22

and most translate angelos in these chapters as angel nonetheless
it seems very reasonable that the seven angels could be human
messengers representing the seven churches sent to bring back a
message from the last surviving apostle in fact it is worth noting
that in these passagesjosephpassages joseph smith in the inspired version changed
I1 angel to servant indicating his belief that the angels were
actually church members
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mistranslationsTRANSLATIONSMIS

in the final section of this paper let us consider examples where
the kingjamesking james version gives an incorrect translation consider first
the decision of the king james translators to use sit at meat
in those places where the greek verb means recline at meal
for example in john 1312 we have so after he had washed their
feet and had taken his garments and was set down again he said
unto them KJV this passage gives the reader the impression
that at the last supper jesus and his apostles were sitting but
the custom at the time of the savior was to recline while eating
for instance gardner and jevons describe the greek dinner party
from classical times as follows

As soon as the guests arrived the attendants removed their shoes and
washed their feet and they took their places on the couches in accor-
dance with the directions of their host in historic times the position
at meals was a reclining one though sitting had been usual in the heroic
ages it was customary to lie on the left side and to support the left elbow
with a cushion thus the right hand remained free to deal with the food 23

gardner and jevons also add that two persons on each couch seems
to have been the usual number 24

there is a theory of translation that insists that not only words
but also cultural practices should be translated for the reader since
we no longer recline while eating this approach requires us to
translate recline as sitting down to eat but such a translation
can lead to ridiculous consequences consider for example what
happens later on in chapter 13 of john now there was leaning
on jesus bosom en toltoi kolponkolpoikolp6i tou 1soujiesoujou one of his disciples
whom jesus loved v 23 KJV italics added and he then lying
on jesus breast epi to stettosstethosstithos tou ijsoulesouledou saith unto him lord
who is it v 2325 KJV italics added now if jesus is sitting it
will be quite difficult and extremely awkward forjohnforhorbor john the beloved
to lay his head on jesus chest so if the translator insists on translating
11 recline as sit then the translator should probably havejohnhavehav johnejohn lay
his head on jesus shoulder even though john uses kolboskolpos bosom
breast or chest and stettosstethosstithos chest or breast to describe where he laid
his head but never 5mosomosamos shoulder

an even more difficult situation occurs in luke chapter 7 when
jesus feet were anointed and behold a woman in the city which
was a sinner when she knew that jesus sat at meat in the pharisee s

house brought an alabaster box of ointment and stood at his feet
behind him weeping and began to wash his feet with tears and did
wipe them with the hairs of her head and kissed his feet and
anointed them withthewith the ointment w 37 38 KJV this would be
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especially ridiculous if jesus is sitting in a chair and the woman is
standing behind him shed have to bend down and crawl under the
chair to anoint his feet we could have him sitting in a kneeling
position so that she might stand behind him and anoint the soles of
his feet but all this is unnecessary if jesus is lying on his side
according to the custom of his time then she can readily approach
him from behind and anoint his feet

the next example of a mistranslation occurs in matthews account
of the resurrection in the end of the sabbath as it began to dawn
toward the first day of the week came mary magdalene and the other
mary to see the sepulchre matt 281 KJV the problem with
this verse is the translation of the initial phrase opse de sabbaton
originally the greek word opse meant late this led the kingjamesking james
translators to translate this phrase as in the end of the sabbath the
problem with this translation is that for thejewsthejews the new day began at
sunset not at dawn this is implied for example injohnin john 1931 42.42
we now know from later greek manuscripts that opse by extension
came to also mean after 25 in other words matthew is simply
stating that the women came early in the morning on the day after
the sabbath it is of some help that the new LDS printing of the
king james bible has a footnote explaining that the greek here
means after the sabbath

this passage has however led to another sort of confusion in the
greek text of this verse there are actually two occurrences of the word
sabbaton the first occurrence is translated as sabbath but the
second is translated as week

opse de sabbaton tjitei epiph6skouseepiphoskouseii eis
but after the sabbath as it was dawning toward

mian sabbaton
the first day of the week

some have objected that the second use of sabbaton is incorrectly
translated that sabbaton means the sabbath and should always be
translated as such for instance in A marvelous work and a wonder
legrand richards writes

this conclusion that the christian sabbath was on sunday is further
sustained by the fact that the first day of the week sunday is called
a sabbath eight times in the original greek bible had the bible
therefore been correctly translated much of the present confusion in
this matter would have been eliminated why would the first day of
the week sunday be called a sabbath in the bible if it were not a
sabbath26sabbath21sabbath2621

first of all it should be noted that this explanation incorrectly
assumes that the second use ofsabbatonofsabbaton corresponds to the first day
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of the week actually there is a separate word in the greek text for
the first namely mian and the word day is inferred from the

context
but there is a more serious objection to this argument over the

meaning 0of sabbaton namely the incorrect assumption that every use
of a word must have the same meaning there is plenty of evidence
that the greek sabbaton was used to refer to a period of seven days as
well as the jewish day of rest one very clear example of the meaning
week for sabbaton is in luke 1812 nesteronesteuonisteuo dis tou sabbafabsabfubsabbatonsabbatoubatoutou 1 I fast

twice in the week KJV it doesnt sound like much of a fast if we
translate this as 1 I fast two times on the sabbath 27

moreover there is a very good reason for why the greeks would
borrow not only the word sabbaton from the hebrew word shabbat
but also the idea of a seven day period of time namely weeks are
not part of the graecogracco roman calendaric tradition they are not
attested until quite late in greek or latlatinin sources 28 nor should it
seem strange that sabbaton could be extended to refer to a period of
seven days we ourselves use the word sunday to refer to a week as
in the phrase three sundays ago moreover there is some evidence
if the traditional text is correct that the hebrews themselves used

the hebrew word shabbarshabbat in this same extended way 29

we should also note that the early christians clearly distinguished
between the jewish sabbath and the first day of the week the
early christians referred to sunday as the lords day kyriaAyriakyriakeke hemera
as in rev 110 since this was the day the savior was resurrected

for the earliest christians the lords day was not a substitute
for the sabbath nor a day of rest nor related in any way to the
fourth commandment 301n30 in fact only after several centuries did the
christians begin to consider sunday as a christian sabbath 31

so in thisinstancethis instance the kingjamesking james version correctly translates the
phrase mian sabbat6nsabbaton as the first day of the week As far as I1 know
every other translation of the new testament translates this phrase in
the same way or as simply sunday

now we turn to a mistranslation that has caused a good deal of
confusion according to the gospel ofjohnofjohn the first person to see the
resurrected savior was mary magdalene when she finally recognizes
him jesus says to her according the the kingjamesking james version touch
me not for I1 am not yet ascended to my father john 2017 now
the problem here is twofold 1 why didntjesusdidnt jesus want mary magdalene
to touch him and 2 why does matthew s account of the resurrection
say mary magdalene and the other mary came and held him by the
feet and worshippedworshipped him matt 289 KJV

ininjesusjesus the christjamescarlchristChricazl jamesstjames E talmage attempts to deal with these
potential contradictions by assuming without any independent
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evidence thatjesusthat jesus had to first present himself to his father before
any mortal could touch him

one may wonder why jesus had forbidden mary magdalene to touch
him and then so soon after had permitted other women to hold
him by the feet as they bowed in reverence to mary magdalene
christ had said touch me not for I1 am not yet ascended to my
father if the second clause was spoken in explanation of the first we
have to infer that no human hand was to be permitted to touch the
lords resurrected and immortalized body until after he had presented
himself to the father it appears reasonable and probable that between
mary s impulsive attempt to touch the lord and the action of the other
women who held him by the feet as they bowed in worshipful
reverence christ did ascend to the father and that later he returned
to earth to continue his ministry in the resurrected state 32

but all of this attempt to reconcile two differing accounts of the
resurrection is unnecessary the problem here is the phrase touch
me not the greek form of this command is memi mou haprouhaptou and
the correct translation should be do not keep on holding me 33 or
I1 I1 stop touching me 34 or even stop clinging to me 3355 in the greek
verbal system there is a distinction between single or instantaneous
actions and repetitive or continual actions in this case the prohibition
of the abrupt action is represented by the aorist subjunctive mem mou
hansjihapseihapsji dont touch me the prohibition of the continual action by
the present imperative mem mou haprouhaptouhap tou since the greek here
uses the present tense form jesus was telling mary magdalene to let
go of him in fact we might be able to detect a bit of humor in jesus
response to mary s embrace she cant keep holding on to him he
must go see his father

interestingly in the inspired version joseph smith changed
touch me not to read hold me not thus improving the agree-

ment betweenjohnsbetween johns and matthew s accounts of the resurrection 36

the next example of a mistranslation comes from matthew
1821 22 then came peter to him and said lord how oft shall my
brother sin against me and I1 forgive him till seven times jesus
saith unto him I1 say not unto thee until seven times but until
seventy times seven KJV we should first note that jesus answer
essentially means that there is no limit to the number of times we
should forgive but given that we may ask what number did jesus
actually say the phrase seventy times seven seems to imply 490
that is seventy multiplied by seven the other possibility is that the

number is seventy seven times and that the king james translators
put the times in the wrong place

in order to answer this question let us first consider how greek
mathematicians expressed multiplication normally multiplication is
represented by using the verb pollaplasi6pollaplasiazo to multiply 37 it often
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appears with the preposition epibyelibyepi by as inpollaplasias6menmpollaplasiasomen epieditaepitata y
I1 we multiply by y 38 sometimes the common verb poieopoie6poleo to do or
make is used with epi poijsonpoiesonpoinson ta x epi ta y multiply x by y 5939

and occasionally this is simplified to x epiept y x by y 40 if we want
to say that some object is x times bigger than another object then
we add the adjectival suffix blasiosplasiosplas ios fold to the number x for
example tetraplasios tou megistoumegistou ayk1oukyklou four times the greatest
circle 41

on the other hand the adverbial suffix kis or 41ki is used
whenever some action is to be performed a certain number of times
for instance consider the following mathematical statement from
theon of alexandria flourished AD 3795793 79 959 3

eleitaepeita palin apheilomen ta 12

then again we subtract twelve

prota heksekosta triakontaki kai rzestris
minutes literally first sixtieths thirty times and three

in other words next we subtract twelve minutes thirty three
times 42

note first of all how thirty three times is represented the
adverbial suffix ki meaning times is added after the first number
thirty then after the intervening and the second number three

follows but without the suffix ki also note that the adverbial phrase
comes at the end of the clause it tells us how many times to subtract
twelve minutes in fact this kind of adverbial use of times is the
origin of the times phrase in english as well as in greek from a
historical point of view when we say subtract three times five we
really mean subtract five three times in english as in greek the
adverbial times phrase can also stand right after the verb in such a
case the expression subtract three times five is readily interpreted
as the verb subtract followed by the direct object three times
five from this stage it is easy to use the noun phrase three times
five in subject position as inin the expression three times five equals
fifteen 43

now let us look at the greek text underlying matthew 1822

ou lego sorsoisol aeoheosheoreosS heptakisheptakis alzaaliaallaalbaulbaafla
not I1 say to you until seven times but

aeoheosheoafosafooS hebdomehebdomekontakiskontakis oettagetta
until seventy times seven

the form hebdomikontakishebdomekontakis deptahepta is precisely how to represent
seventy seven times in greek it is true that the greek mathematicians
would have normally inserted the conjunction kaiandkalandkacandlafkaibai and between the
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two numbers hebdomekontakishebdomikontakis kai heptadheptdbeptabeata but this would not be
necessary nor is such variation surprising in english for example we
can say one hundred thirty or one hundred and thirty most of
the time new testament writers do not insert kai between compound
numbers 44 so it is not surprising that matthew has hebdomikontakishebdomekontakis
deptahepta without kai

moreover 1fjesusifjesus had actually meant to say 490 times then the
greek would have to be changed to read seventy times seven times
that is hebdomikontakishebdomekontakis heptakishep takis this wouldmeanwould mean something

like seventy is the number of times you should forgive your brother
seven times a very strange expression there is one but only
one greek manuscript that actually has this construction namely
theodore bezas codex D and only the original hand 45 this
manuscript is notorious for its idiosyncratic and extensive alteration
of the gospel text 46 and when its reading stands alone as here
this manuscript is nearly always unreliable it appears that this
manuscript represents an attempt to force the reading 490 times and
thus the second kis was added in any event the rest of the greek
manuscript evidence uniformly supports the reading seventy seven
times

in addition to the linguistic evidence there is also a clear
biblical allusion that favors the reading seventy seven times in
genesis 415 the lord says whosoever slayeth cain vengeance
shall be taken on him sevenfold KJV later on in the chapter
when lamech kills irad for having revealed their secret combination
see moses 549 50 lamech says if cain shall be avenged seven-

fold truly lamech seventy and sevenfold gen 424 KJV now
the story of cain and lamech is one of revenge if cains vengeance
was only seven times then lamechslarnechslamecha will be that much worse
seventy seven times jesus thus draws upon this comparison from
the old testament but applies it to forgiveness the opposite of
revenge 47

moreover the hebrew text of genesis 424 must be translated as
seventy seven times in the hebrew phrase shivikshivimsalvshiv im wsshivu saivashivaa seventy
seven literally seventy and seven there is no corresponding word
for times or fold that could be used to get out 490 and in the
septuagint this phrase is translated as hebdomikontakishebdomekontakis petrafetra the
exact same way as it is in matthew 1822

when multiplication is used in the hebrew old testament
it is expressed adverbially by using the hebrew word pamimpoamimgamim
times 48 in leviticus 258 we have a definite case of multiplication
and thou shalt number seven sabbathssabbatissabbaths of years unto thee seven

times seven years and the space of the seven sabbathssabbatissab baths of years
shall be unto thee forty and nine years KJV but the word
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order for the phrase seven times seven years is different in the
hebrew text

sheva ghanimshanim sheva paamimpamimgamim

seven years seven times

the hebrew word order clearly shows the adverbial use of seven
times moreover the septuagint has the exact same word order for
this phrase

betrapetra eteetc heptakishep takis

seven years seven times

finally if one must translate hebdomekontakis deptahepta as 490
then why not translate 2 corinthians 11112424 in the same way of the
jews five times received I1 forty stripes save one KJV in the greek
the wordorderworworddorderorder for the numerical expression in this verseverse is precisely
the same as in matthew 1822

hypo loudaionioudai6nloudlouvdionaionulon pentakis tesserakontatessera konta
from the jews five times forty stripes

para mian alabonelabon
less one I1 received

did paul receive thirty nine stripes on five different occasions or did
he get 199 lashes all at once on independent grounds we know that
thejewsthe jews were forbidden to give more than forty lashes beutdeut 251 3
moreover the custom was to give thirty nine lashes to avoid exceeding
the limitjimitdimit 494

the evidence then is overwhelmingly in favor of translatingjesustranslating jesus
answer as seventy seven times what is surprising is how most
recent translators continue to translate this phrase as seventy times
seven when it doesnt even deserve a marginal reading it seems
as if most translators keep looking over each others shoulders

my last example comes fromjohnfromgrom john 539 40 search the scriptures
for in them ye think ye have eternal life and they are they which
testify of me and ye will not come to me that ye might have
life KJV in the greek text the word corresponding to search
is eraunateeraunate taken by itself this form can be either the present
imperative search or the present indicative you search
older translations characteristically chose the imperative sense for
this form probably because the imperative makes such a handy
admonition for scripture reading yet the imperative causes problems
first of all it makes the reader think that the following clause
explains why we should read the scriptures namely in the scriptures
there is eternal life but if this is right then why did jesus add the
phrase ye think if he only meant to say search the scriptures for
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in themyethomyethem ye have eternal life in fact the greek word for ye think
dokeitedokeite implies that their belief may be wrong very often the
verb dokeadokeodoke6 is used in the sense of to suppose incorrectly as in
luke 2436 37 and as they thus spake jesus himself stood in
the midst of them and saith unto them peace be unto you but
they were terrified and affrighted and supposed edokounedo koun that
they had seen a spirit KJV italics added another problem
with the imperative choice is that it would have made no sense
to tell the learnediewslearnelearneddiewsjews to read the scriptures they read them night
and day

but if we choose the present indicative for eraunateeraunate everything
makes sense essentially jesus told them you read the scriptures
continually for you suppose that in them you have eternal life yet

the scriptures testify concerning me but you do not want to come to
me to have life in other words eternal life is in jesus christ and
nowhere else if these jews would read the scriptures with an open
heart they would be led to christ they read the scriptures yet they
were blind consider jesus final words to them at the end of the
same chapter do not think that I1 will accuse you to the father
there is one that accusethaccuseth you even moses in whom ye trust forborpor had
ye believed moses ye would have believed me for he wrote of me but
if ye believe not his writings how shall ye believe my words
john 545 47 KJV the scriptures should bring us to christ
not keep us away but the scriptures themselves do not guarantee
salvation only when we read them in the right spirit will they lead
us to christ

conclusion

the purpose of this paper has been to show the advantages of a
linguistic study of the scriptures in reading the scriptures we seek to
understand the text in its original setting we attempt to interpret
the words according to the meanings they had when the scriptures
were originally written or translated of course such an approach is

not a panacea some scriptures will never be understood through
human effort alone an inspired reading always helps nevertheless
a linguistic approach can often help us understand difficult passages
most importantly it may make us more cautious about our initial
interpretations of scripture ultimately an approach based on inspira-
tion and knowledge will increase our love of the scriptures for they
will make better sense

yet we will never obtain a perfect knowledge of the scriptures
in this life but we do have paul s promise that someday we will
understand all
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for we know in part
and we prophesy in part
but when perfection comes
then imperfection will cease
for now we see but a dim reflection
but then we shall see him face to face
now I1 know in part
but then I1 shall know in full
even as I1 now am known by him
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the glory of egypt

the inner mind is a veil one sees
but does not see it is a chemistry

arranged and taught at the knees
of orion to enfold a glistening tree

the tree was once a burning bush
that became the vision of seraphim

who kept a mountain in the hush
of nightshade and anubis trim

in the hieroglyphic when ramses
came to carve his chariot in stone

what in that stone might seize
the stars in their going to atone

forlibr forgetfulness it is not amun
who craved them for the sands of paradise

but the rising sands themselves undone
in the winds fleet sand to entice

the stars to fall among the tombs
that are stone the stone will thin

in the winds and disappear in rooms
of the heavens that are tombs they win

the echoes of the dynasties that murmur
like heavenly sails that fold serrationsrationsser

of light see the pharaoh of summer
honor the sun and kings of the nationsnations

that isaiah brought to him in scrolls
of the azure sun at noon is the king

and heat must rise as a stone rolls
away the pharaoh emerges to bring



his people from darkness see their hands
that like reeds seem to bend they follow

and come until they are the sands
that glisten in the high borne hollows

and caverns of heaven where light
Is a flicker and the wind a whisper

down a long hall where in our sight
the solemn halls are many and mystery

Is joy the kings reside in the height
of the glistening they are as stars supreme

As the falcon rides to his aerie bright
in their raiment of colors who will dream

while the sun is away see their stone
their figures remain high in their graves

abu simbelcimbel is there and the zone
of their majesty before amun laves

them anew when the morning of egypt arrives
again the sands are bright and the pharaoh

Is there he sees the blue nile and skivessaives
A sliver of light in gold as the marrow

of glory







the pyramids of egypt

each from its apex suspends the light of ra
down into sand that spreads it each to draw
the gaze aloft into the clerestoriesclerestoriedclerestories of cloud
brazen with dusk as if their planes might flaw

the truth with their variety each follows
the light from silver to amber to blue in shallows
of sky overhead as we envisioning the eternities
of their geometry follow the edging hallows

of sequestering each pharaoh who lives and lives
to rise from a mummy s steady gazing eyes
deep in a tomb the dynasties were hives
of the geometer who offers the spiritus and skivessaives

the light intointo foil that curls into a gathering skiff
of cloud to shade the linen across a throne like a massif
for a falcon gliding to an ever higher aerie
there in the thinning air are prisms stiff

with the tectonic discipline that rests as trinity
the fathering lord the lordly father of eternity
and the ghost that slips between as one moves
before and near and then around in the intensity

of every light even in the oceanic blue
that wavers with white to anneal the quiver
of silver into deeper blue and then anew
the pyramids dream their souls aloft to sue

god amun for his synchrony with christendom



dr larsonlaisonlatson writeswrites 1 I believe that ramses II11il instructed his artists to use the configuration of the constellation

orion in protraying him at abu simbelcimbel the pharaoh wished to show his eminence and therefore that of
egypt in the great quest for assured immortality the hieroglyph matches the constellation with remarkable

accuracy as can be seen by superimposing a transparency of it over a photograph of the constellation

the ancient egyptians believed that the afterlife was a mirror image of this life therefore the hieroglyph

isis a reversal of the image of orion with rigel appearing at the point of the extended skirt ramses II11 faces

left in the hieroglyph and orion right in the heavens the sketch has been turned over and superimposed

to show the matching of form and spirit that ramses believed was faithful to the finest insights of his religion



to the pharaoh hunter K orion

supernal hieroglyph of the hunter warrior
0 ramses evocative constellation in your sway
over these stars you came as a venerable courier

of ra at night to stand forth as if at day
against the underworld you move as on a spindle
passing overhead autumn to autumn in the play

of the oversoul that dark anubis must dwindle
and not stay but your bellatrix betelgeuse
and rigel stay starry full over the brindlebundlebundie

sand of starpointstarpoint pyramids in the ruse
of immortality brandishing forward blue white
gemstonesGem stones in that setting what is there to lose

but glory to think of the wash of satin inin the flight
of river wings of falcons rising softly into mist
and corona of the moon 0 egypt in the sleight

of living that favors immortality the far bell
of windsongwindsong arrives among the columns of abu simbelcimbel
to touch the fleeting spirit with its fleeting knell

there is no pain wrought gold lies over the fell
visage that is decay the voice of artifice will tell
of your dynasty with eloquence as in a dell

where the golden visage is sure whose eyes clear
where the empire of darkness yields the weir
and net of stars to the Fisherking he sheds a tear

for you who strode before him as the mighty seer
of ra who saw his coming in the hieroglyphic mere
that is the heavens there and there in the sheer

darkness over us it will shimmer and appear
above the sands of egypt eternally without loss
in another vision within the southern cross



the ramesside sensibility

peaks and vales demark the isochoresisochores of history
how may I1 survive dissolution or a decline
into the commonplace of time and the tempera shine
of mediocrity to keep the lapis lazuli A clerestory
admits light as a green flame in the consistory
of osiris whose eyes reveal and then define
his power like the oblique faces of a pyramid
that rests forever in the sands of the moundingboundingmounding earth
this is the ramesside glory not the dearth
of long forgetfulness it exists amid
the tall columns in the vision of existence
kept high and hieroglyphic in my penitence
before amun and the asphodel transliterated
subsublimelimeilme from windstonelindstonewindstone ergo propterprocter ego
translated instantly bright and ergodic ra ra ra
anagogically agog for him
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ramses 11II of egypt

before me is the length of the nile and two lands
inviting the reign of amun ra in his pharaoh
of the sun and the lapis lazuli of the sands

of egypt so I1 take up the sceptresceptry to harrow
the lands as one my insight and uraeus
forward quick as the quickest eyelet narrow

to see the will of amun from golden sirius
star of the endless dynasty the sparrow
Is not the falcon and the falcon curious

in flight will find the widest domain char
and ruins of the past lie against a hill
and in that repose allow the brightest star

new access to god amunsamans brightest will
in the temples languor of eternal peace
near the nile the star will rise and spill

the brilliance of the golden mien to release
the gold of our desire across the hieroglyph
and flow through it until a hand will crease

deaths linen into darkness even as the sylph
of light reaches its cloudy height what is nearer
than darkest water there among the stars a skiff

of light will rise and touch the brightening mirror
overbendingoverpendingOverbending us great egypt is the golden land
from which the vision falls away still clearer

here as the golden dream and the fire of sand
the three to five proportion of all experience
this is the meaning and the image that will stand



the wear of time as it dusts against the prurience
of death know the azimuth the azure span
of light the aureole and the prescience

of amun ra I1 take my sceptresceptry and lift
its lustre over africa I1 announce the mean
at abu simbelcimbel in my very image and sift

the winds to come I1 keep the lands in the sway
of record I1 am of these people the mien
of their desire the fire of sand the array

of light from amun ra I1 touch the rift
of sound I1 hear god amun come I1 will not stray
I1 whisper what I1 know in silence the drift

of time sustains me in my tomb death stings
in dark amend but within the falcons wings

I1 am osiris of the lapis lazuli







the handmaiden of nefertari

I1 will go with you and care for you
wings may flutter but the sound
will shimmer in a nearby pond

then soften though our days are few

0 queen I1 know your quiet gaze
through shadows where the evening
runs like waveletswavelesswavelets against seeming

islands beyond the darkening haze

of the listing sun I1 know that hue
against your indigo swanlightstanlightswanlight
under the azimuth of blue white

stars that sink away like rue

that dies in our hands from being taken
too quickly in the sun long in the sieve

of woven gold you remained to live
till now and then beyond unforsaken

then in ra steady in my gaze
you shall be still curved and even
in a hieroglyph and the seven

circletsCirclets of grace in eternal days

of beauty for our pharaoh whose sway
Is blue dark night or golden day
whether we go with him or stay





may the architect of ramses II11

the eye is the aperture of the very sun
so concentric rings of circlet stone
will bring the sun into the cave of bone
As the mummy sees in the dark unknown

the obelisk rise where great god amun

rides the golden blue of the upper rooms
of sky the veiling light hangs here
from his azimuth transcribing the mere
of sunssunsetet red and gold later I1 peer

above to see the stars from tombs

in the valley of the kings in darkling day
sun so warm and full will surely dim
the light of the architect but limn
the angles that here will fall and skim

the mind with variant lines that stay

the compassing still I1 draw the edge
and threshold of a tomb to meet
the light that touches ramses to delete
all death the dead for whom we entreat

osiris arise in hieroglyphshieroglyphy as from a ledge

I1 make a place for them for amun ra
who will keep them as the king was kept
from day to day I1 bowed and wept
As ramses lay unmoving and slept

in prayer to envision what he saw

dreaming geometric lines that render
endless curves as the nile bends
across the plain of wheat starlight wendsbends
there brighter still where ra suspends

nights sudden vision see the king as lender

of amunsamans glory death is as the caret stone
the pyramid the gleam the valley s rim
across the mounds where the dark will brim
into the sky amun comes for him

As our geometer where light is sown

and rapt in linen as we pray





ramses II11 on the delta

the wash of sand where firelightsfirefightsfire lights skim
the shallows and the sand must gleam the shades
of pearling images where the twilight fades
into recesses of the sun the pools are but a whim
of the foundling breeze that shelters the dim
overlords of night and yet slipping forward abrades
the silences for I1 am here where land
and water come together imperishably one shimmer near
the other like the pleiades upon the trades
of gravity they hold there softly prim
to be together reticent and sparing and here
where their reflections were and are to be



the death of ramses 11II

like droplets from a clock or rain
time comes descending over me
drafts of light pass over the sea

to reside in a tomb and in the pain

of memory they pass and are gone
but shelter still another day 0 sun
your rays enfold and fade in dun

sand but make it gold upon

my sepulchre so shine to be
remembered so in me circle
my life with gold before deaths sickle

As if with wheat and over the sea

of sky where then I1 may embark
with remembrances in the hush of time
I1 keep these artifacts like thyme

in my devotion not on the stark

night river may I1 pass but on the golden
shimmer I1 see like the molten
sun that blessbiessblessesmeblessesesmeme distant unspoken

and unspeaking thou in the fold

of your eternal day I1 keep
my cartouchenearcartouche near unto the height
of heaven in the haven of your might

transform my egypt and me before I1 weep

to feel my passing into the silent tomb



the cartouche of ramses 11II

the senses are the holy seven as I1 proclaim
sight and sound and hearing and touch and taste
and exopraxisexopraxis and infolding time inin which I1 waste
the loss of heavenly amun caressing my name
into stone the river bends and flows the same
whether future or past into the godly green
of osiris who receives us in the haste
of our dynasty now is the green curves frame
of the parallax which I1 shall bend to follow
the depths of diamondingmondingdia space is the hollow
of the mind as it floats in the diaphane of tile
in the myriad and range of color in the nile
of hieroglyphshieroglyphy time is the line of tallow
aflame in holy linen that waftsnafts in the timbrel
gold lifting in folds of stone into the windswellwindswell
over the flooding nile beyond abu simbelcimbel and the wings
of the falcon as it rises in the valley of the celebrant kings





temple of the dead

soul of antiquity you arrest time
to gather it once again in glyph
or plaque to specify an eminence

when did ramses settle his hand
upon his crypt to evoke from you
celestial air that he might

breathe as a dry reed fluting
thin tones in the wind even in
the rustling wind that might wisp

into his tomb



ammalm



the tomb of ramses 11II

look down one s sorrow is a tear
that vanishes in the quiet air
and egyptsegypto power s image is the pear

shaped headdress in the pharaohsPharaohs bier

the painted wood has been the lid
of that patron of the golden sun
and his seven necklaces may so stun

with glory and array that one might bid

for a place amid his still antiquity
see the cartouche the scarabaeidae
see the lotus flower in eternity

and see them each in their ubiquity

the pharaoh aimed his straightest arrow
As the falcon drew him and his kin
through time victoriously not like saladin

who came and vanished like a sparrow





images of god

to the newtonian of consequence the word follows
the sinuous vine it grows in nook and cranny
As tennyson saith where is the tendril uncanny
with its bloom it touches the very mallows
of light ochreachre in brown and turquoise as hallows
of gold supervene the gorgeous dawn homey
with green yields la vie enrose with tallowscallows

of gold in its reprise who might instruct adonoiadonai
in this with reason reason is what one makes of it
with spirit if you will or variegations of wit
hot with emplaningplaningem germanic prose but for the roi
who is sun affecting the sun even sovereign
louis of france had it right right as sereingerein

of the sun at dawn to bless and be blessed contrite
not contrarily but like great ramses of the chariot





intimations of sun

along the nile the tares
must vanish and the dynasty of astronomy
must keep the king and the glory of autonomy
in him and each egyptian that he would save
in stone and hieroglyph in the timeless nave
of origin egypt basks held in the flare
of glory its many epithets remain to keep
the sun palette for writing red and black papyri
in grandeur and in pause faience of lotus to repeat
itself variously alabaster luminescentluminescendyluminescentlylumine scendyly pale
gold basin for pouring water clock and wheat
of harvest as an offering in an adoration at qantirsantir
ramses stills a veil see the swanlikeswan like stir
of light along the nile and the mirror gold
to reflect images of kingdoms that must not fail
the memory just a touch of knowing in the rift
of time will serve rise and take the hand
that emerges from the dark river or from the sand
that flows from its repose

ramses of the sun
that brims with gold the centuries are old
that house you open them and with a sail
catch the winds and on a swell of water
or light come the savior touches you





the artifacts of ramses 11II

the rise of the leagues beyond the temples of ur
are of the desert still this is egypt and the heat
shimmersimmersschimmersSh at morning ra in the east and the blue

of the sky illumine to bring us here to the seat
I1 have raised against amenti for the sun and king
in me wavering into the vision of noon when the fleet

images change transform as if a flare of spiriting
sun werewere here for the moment of day the very land
Is a mission not of the night and its investing

silence but of the reality and shimmer that expand
the noon of majesty or of the nile of light wending
and turning to brighten the heavens and the wand

of its fire steady now in the stone of the rending
will we will limn and carve the supernal order
of sun in this earth we invoke and hold the bending

will to sustain a record afar across the border
of memory some hint of salver circlet tending
to speak as an orifice will be some intent gaze

will fall to us though sands will sift and cover
and the marauder find we will speak though the phase
of the stars may wane in the shadow in the hover

of light we remain before you we speak though we hover
As memory artifacts themselves keep the replicate
spirit we stay in the artifact in the server

of the pronomenpronomen or word and these will vindicate
our claret of day and our vantage at night in the flow
and the caste of the sepulchre our wavering will sate

poseidon in the basin of land north and the fiery apollo
who may withhold the superlative will of the king
of the sacrament we thirst for the waters that follow

conversion we mounted the stone and shaped it to bring
amun into being here the shape of sand is our mission
of soul and it will slowly lift like a veil to fling

the wind away



in his poem the unified field clinton FE larson writeswrites
an endless line cast to a curve inin the pearling dark
allows the universal light they wending together
found and are divinity



I11 and 2 nephi an inspiring whole

frederick W axelgard

how inspired do we believe the scriptures to be do we justifiably
confine ourselves to a verse by verse study of their doctrinal or didactic
content are we missing much of the intended impact if we do not
believe that entire sections chapters or books were organized under
inspiration inspiritualspiritualunspiritualIn no less than literary terms could not the

whole of a scriptural text amount to more than the sum of its
I1 I1 parts these questions suggest an approach to scripture study which
seeks to integrate rather than fragment the meaning of scriptural
passages the spirit of this approach pervades the following observation
which comments on those sections of the doctrine and covenants
revealed in 1831

As we follow the development from section to section we perceive that
there is a plan so grand so beautiful and so well adapted to human
needs as to leave no room for doubt concerning its divine origin each
revelation considered by itself though full of beauty may be but a stone
detached from the building to which it belongs but seen as a part
of the entire structure it speaks with convincing eloquence of the
wisdom power and love of the divine builder of the church our lord
jesus christchristi 1

the thrust of this observation and of the study presented here
is that a deeper appreciation and conviction of scriptural truth can be
gained by considering how the passages of a given scriptural text
fit together as a whole like the doctrine and covenants nephis
writings are well suited to such an inquiry because they constitute a
discrete self contained segment of scripture of considerable size 2

we are told that 1 and 2 nephi come from the small plates of nephi
which mormon did not edit these books therefore make up the largest
originalorigioiiginarnal contribution of any single author in the book of mormon
amounting to roughly one fifth of its total text

relying on these variables we undertake in the following pages
a holistic analysis of nephi s writings the study begins with an
examination of the evidence that nephi had a basic two part outline

frederick W axelgard is a fellow of middle east studies at the georgetown university center for strategic
and international studies in washington DC and washington correspondent for the london based
magazine middle east international
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in mind when he made his inscriptions on the small plates we then
briefly discuss the possible correlations between the identifiable
segments of nephis books and the stages of his life in which they
were apparently written this is followed by an extensive analysis of
two unifying leitmotifsleitmotifs in nephis writing a pervasive emphasis on
record keeping and a constant association of nephite events and
endeavors with precedents set by ancient scriptural heroes

As a conclusion this study argues that there is more to nephi s

writings than meets the eye that they are characterized decisively and
unambiguously by structural and thematic coherence they possess a
pattern of unity and self consistency which penetrates well below
the content of the separate verses which make up I11 and 2 nephi
moreover the sense of the ever present hand of nephi which an
integrative reading reveals is strong and at times almost intimate
the overall result is to identify I11 and 2 nephi as unique and uniquely
nephi s

NEPHIS OUTLINE

the search for an overarching framework in nephis writing
produces three fundamental findings first they contain two primary
divisions one heavily historical and the other exclusively spiritual
in content secondly nephis historical section 1 ne 1 2 ne 5

appears to have two subsections A major portion of nephis family
history is contained in 1 nephi 1 18 in 1 nephi 19 2 nephi 5 nephi
brings in other prophets writings isaiah zenock zenos neum and
joseph and focuses on spiritual matters with an intensity that suggests
a transitional leadinlead in to his final completely spiritual prophetic
segment third nephis final section 2 ne 6 33 functions as a
genuine conclusion it is devoid of temporal references contains
a major review of nephis earlier prophecies and ends with an
outpouring of personal concern and doctrinal climax

that nephis record is made up of two basic parts can be seen
first from its historical content everything nephi has to offer in the
way of historical information is presented between 1 nephi 1 and
2 nephi 5 his family s travels from jerusalem to the promised land
the conflicts between nephi and his brothers their division into
separate colonies of lamanitesLamanites and nephitesNephites and so on abruptly
and without explanation nephis remaining chapters move on to a
sermon byjacobby jacob 2 ne 6 10 quotations from isaiah 2 ne 12 24
and nephis final prophecies and teachings 2 ne 11 25 33 these
passages are all free of temporal references to nephi s life only when
he bids farewell at the end of 2 nephi 3333 does one sense that any time
has passed since the end of 2 nephi 5
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echoes of this historical versus spiritual division also occur in
certain summaries nephi makes near the end of his account in one
such passage he declares that because of his record his descendants
would know that their forefathers came out fromierusalemfromgrom jerusalem and
would have the gospel of jesus christ declared among them
2 ne 304 5 later nephi again says that his record makethmabeth

known unto my people of their fathers and it speakethspeaketh of jesus
and persuadethpersuadeth them to believe in him and to endure to the end
which is life eternal 2 ne 334 these passages thus give two main
purposes for nephis record one historical to inform his descendants
of their israelite heritage and one spiritual to give them the gospel
of jesus christ

the decisive evidence for breaking nephis record into two parts
divided at the end of 2 nephi 5 ismoreis more precise nephi gives the
definitive clue in a passage in 1 nephi 19 the following excerpt is
taken from his discussion of the small plates

and an account of my making these plates shall be given hereafter and
then behold I1 proceed according to that which I1 have spoken and this
I1 do that the more sacred things may be kept for the knowledge of my
people 1 ne 195

in this rare glimpse into his organizational thoughts nephi promises
to give us later an account of his making the small plates further-
more he marks that account as a threshold he will cross before he
conveys more sacred things As promised nephi describes the
creation of the small plates near the end of 2 nephi 5 this juncture
is thus an unmistakable turning point the gateway to what nephi
calls the more sacred things tobeto be kept for the knowledge of my
people

nephis history

let us now focus briefly on nephis first division 1 ne 1 2 ne 5

and on the thesis that it can be further subdivided note first that
the historical information contained in these twenty seven chapters is
unevenly distributed the first eighteen chapters are richly packed
with historical detail and have a chronological scope of about ten
years the next nine chapters however give little historical data
although they cover a longer time period of about twenty years 3

it would seem then that 1 nephi 1 18 contains the most
important historical information nephi wants to convey namely the
jerusalem origins of his family and their migration to the promised
land on the other hand the intense prophetic aspect of 1 nephi 19
to 2 nephi 5 with its citations of isaiah zenock zenos neum lehi
and joseph suggests it might be a transitional subsection where
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nephi begins to break away from historical material and move toward
spiritual instruction which soon becomes his only concern

more sacred things

having prepared his readers for an important departure nephi
did not disappoint them in 2 nephi 6 33 here he builds a sense of
climax and conclusion in several ways one of which is to conclude
several stylistic and structural patterns he introduces earlier in his
work the best example of this comes as noted earlier when he
completes the changeover into purely spiritual writing another
example appears when nephi in abridging jacobs sermon carefully
achieves perfect continuity with earlier citations of isaiah that is
the isaiah passages in 2 nephi 7 8 corresponding to isa 50 51

follow directly after those cited in 1 nephi 20 21 corresponding to
isa 48 49 it would appear to be more than mere coincidence that
nephi connects these two important discourses nephis earlier use of
isaiah s words to teach and humble his brothers 1 ne 1520 19 22
and the extraordinary length of his later isaiah citation 2 ne 12 24
leave no doubt that isaiah plays a dominant role in nephis purposes
this continuum between 1 nephi 20 21 and 2 nephi 7 8 skillfully
cements portions of nephis record together and helps establish his
regard for isaiah as a dominant feature of his writing

A desire for spiritual climax also appears to influence nephis
decision to blend two other voices jacobs and isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs with his
own at the end of his record to put nephis selectivity in perspective
one should recall that just a few chapters earlier he quotes no less
than six other prophets with such a wide range of inspired sources
to choose from how does nephi decide whom to include in the
final I1 imoremore sacred portion of his writing he offers the following
explanation

forbor he isaiah verily saw my redeemer even as I1 have seen him and
my brother jacob also has seen him as I1 have seen him wherefore I1

will send their words forth unto my children to prove unto them that
my words are true 2 ne 112 3

it appears then that nephis desire to impart more sacred things
compelled him to close out his account with the testimonies of three
eyewitnesses of jesus christ

we should remember however that at the time of nephi s

writing jacob s and isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs words were already part of the historical
record they had been delivered to earlier audiences since nephi s

words in 2 nephi 11 and 2255 333 3 were presumably written explicitly for
the small plates we should look there for the best revelation of the
climactic thrust of his record
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nephi divides his concluding chapters into two parts his prophecies
and his teachings on the doctrine of christ see 2 ne 254 311 2

strikingly nephis final prophecies repeat in sequence and often in
significant detail the prophecies contained in his earlier tree of lifehieilfehib
vision 1 ne 11 14 table 1 outlines this pattern of repetition why
would nephi engage in such large scale duplication on his preciously
small plates most likely because to him these prophecies are over
ridingly important and to review them also suits his apparent desire
to write a cohesive record

another stirring feature that appears in both sections of nephis
closing chapters is a strong personal appeal to his readers in his
earlier writings 1 ne 1 2 ne 5 he rarely refers to any audience
he might have in mind in these later chapters however he makes
frequent direct appeals to my beloved brethren my people
11 my brethren and my children in this fashion nephi seems to
strive to narrow the distance between himself and his readers though
he clearly realizes they are far in his future see 2 ne 2520 28
261 23 281 3310 13

the climax ofofnephinephi s record comes in 2 nephi 31 33 where we
find his most intense personal appeals coinciding with his teachings
on the doctrine of christ here he makes noticeably more frequent
use of the phrase my beloved brethren in addition he moves
away from the universal prophetic context of chapters 25 30 and
focuses on individual spiritual commitment his admonition to
his readers is to repent be baptized receive the holy ghost endure
to the end feast on the word of christ and pray all in the spirit
of following the example of christ 2 ne 31 32 then in his
last chapter nephi shifts the personalized focus to himself he
expresses his sense of weakness in writing affirms his deep concern
for his readers 1 I pray continually for them by day and mine
eyes water my pillow by night because of them and bids farewell
2 ne 331 3 13 14

each of the three subsections in nephis second major division
thus contributes to a rich sense of climax and conclusion each
offers the testimony of an eyewitness of christ knowledge of whom
it is here nephis main purpose to convey each plays an integrating
role by harking back to and building upon earlier portions of
nephis writing and nephis own superlative conclusion provides a
personalized appeal and focus on christ which is truly worthy of
his promise to impart the more sacred things to be kept for
the knowledge of my people 1 ne 195 in short nephi effectively
interweavesinterweaverinterweaves a profound message into a firmly cohesive outline
which inevitably strengthens the spiritual and literary merit of his
account



TABLE 1

A comparison OF THE CONTENT AND ORDER OF NEPHIS prophecies
IN 1 NEPHI 11 14 AND 2 NEPHI 25 30

summary of prophecies references references
in 1 nephi 11 14 in 2 nephi 25 30

future events in palestine including lneine1 ne 118 36 2 ne 2512 15

birth ministry and rejection of
messiah warning to those who fight
against the messiah his apostles
and church

future events in nephite history 1 ne 121 23 2 ne 261 11

including destruction after messiahs
death christs visit subsequent era
of righteousness nephitesNephites cKextinctiontinction
and decline of lamanitesLamanites

gentiles iniquity in last days smiting 1 ne 131 29 2 ne 26
of lamanitesLamanites by gentiles religious
strife and many churches among
gentiles

iniquity ofjews and gentiles in last 1 ne 1332 41 2 ne 27
days and their frustration in fighting and 1 ne 147
zion coming forth of the book of
mormon and the marvelous work
and a wonder

contrasting of and conflict between 1 ne 149 14 2 ne 281 15

numerous gentile churches in last
days and small number of christs
true followers

destruction of great and abominable 1 ne 1415 17 2 ne 2816 28
church and fulfillment of gods and 2 ne 291 2

covenant with the house of israel
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nephis life and the development of his record

with this overall picture of nephis record in mind let us
consider its parallels with the stages of nephi s own life for as
they are described above the segments of that record appear to
reflect the circumstances under which nephi indicates they were
written these circumstances described mainly in 2 nephi 35 were
as follows nephi began the small plates at least thirty years after
leaving jerusalem apparently shortly after the death of lehi and
the separation of his children into distinct camps of nephitesNephites and
lamanitesLamanites the first 60 percent of the record through 2 nephi 35 waswas
written during the following decade when nephi was busy establishing
building up and defending the new nephite colony nephi apparently
completed the last 40 percent the more sacred portion of his
record over the course of about fifteen years 2 ne 528523288 34 jacob 11
this was a period late in his life when his temporal burdens
were presumably lighter and he was at the height of his spiritual
stature

now to the possible parallels between this history and the structure
ofnephis account it is noteworthy that nephi wrote the more incident
filled historical segment of his record during a hectic and potentially
distracting period of his lifeilfelire the more spiritual portion of the record
with its carefully crafted elements of climax is apparently the product
of calmer circumstances more conducive to a deliberate and intensely
spiritual piece of work moreover nephis first segment relies a good
deal more on his personal writings perhaps a result of unstable times
when effective integration of others writingswritings would be difficult
later presumably under more relaxed circumstances he quotes much
more extensively from other prophetic writings

other possible parallels suggest themselves at the beginning of
his record nephi devotes a great deal of attention to his father lehi
his opening verses of his book reflect this preoccupation as does the
fact that his first eight chapters appear to be an abridgment of a
record kept by lehi see 1 ne 116 17 91 this preoccupation may
be in part a reflection of nephis grief at the then recent death of
lehi furthermore the repeated juxtaposition of the many parallel
experiences lehi and nephi had for example their visions of the tree
of life might also reflect nephis sense of indebtedness to his fathers
example and the feeling of loss at his death on the other hand the
lehi nephi parallels might also imply that nephi experiencing
challenges to his leadership during the difficult years of establishing
the nephite colony in its new wilderness home wants to strengthen
and legitimize his leadership by identifying himself with the past
leader lehi
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do you read the scriptures my brethren and sisters as though
you were writing them a thousand two thousand or five thousand
years ago brigham young asked do you read them as though you
stood in the place of the men who wrote them if you do not feel
thus it is your privilege to do so 4 it is in the spirit of this challenge
that we have tried to stand in nephis shoes and consider how the
circumstances of his life might have influenced the writing of his
record and while the observations made in this discussion are
necessarily speculative and inconclusive they tend to suggest that
nephis record is circumstantially selfseif consistent in addition to being
structurally and as we will see below thematically cohesive

THE THEMATIC UNITY OF 1 AND 2 NEPHI

in addition to the structural aspects of unity in nephis writings
discussed so far other meaningful thematic threads or leitmotifsleitmotifs can
be seen to weave throughout and strengthen the cohesion of 1 and
2 nephi two such patterns a records theme and the use of
archetypes are elaborated below

the records theme

if so inclined one could interpret I11 and 2 nephi as a nonstop
commentary on the importance of records an urgent emphasis on
records infects the whole of nephis writings it is first demonstrated
by nephis commitment to obtaining the brass plates from laban it
is sustained by his repeated descriptions of the important records to
be revealed in the last days 1 I1 ne 1335 41 2 ne 27 and it is
confirmed by his reverent reliance on other prophets writing in
piecing his own record together

these explicit references however give only a partial picture of
the records theme in nephi s writings first one should consider
the passages where nephi describes the role of records in his own
personal development at the outset nephi states that his goodly
father taught him in all his learning from this and other passages

1 ne 11 16 17 191 a strong impression emerges that nephis
education both literary and spiritual stems from lehi and his record
and that this precedent helps inspire nephi to make a record of his
own proceedings in his father s language 1 I1 ne 11 3 one finds
repeatedly that reviewing or rehearsing the contents of sacred records
leads lehi and nephi to great spiritual experiences lehi after
reading from the brass plates is filled with the spirit and led to
great prophesying 1 ne 510 22 similarly nephi is filled with
the power of god after reciting the scriptural account of moses and
the israelites in the wilderness 1 ne 1723 55 nephi further
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experiences workings in the spirit following his recitation of the
teachings of zenock zenos and neum 1 ne 1910 20

another valuable message about records is indirectly conveyed by
the faith and devotion nephi shows in the task of record keeping we
learn early on that these duties require nephi to abridge lehi s record
and keep not one but two records of his own 1 ne 116 17 61 9
we later discover that on his second record nephi must laboriously
rewrite much of what he has already written on his first record
notwithstanding the fact that he has only a vague idea of the second
record s purpose 1 ne 191 2 95 furthermore nephi compiles
this heavily repetitive second record during the extremely busy years
which follow his colony s separation from the followers ofoflamanlaman and
lemuel 2 ne 528328528 34

given nephi s busy schedule the manual and literary difficulty
of record keeping and nephis serious attitude about this work one
might well expect him to experience periodic and even poignant
moments of frustration indeed it appears that he did evidence
of this is found in the middle of nephis most extensive comparison
of the large and small plates shortly after he affirms that every-
thing he has written thus far on the small plates has already been
described in greater detail in his other record 1 ne 191 2 in
other words after years of painstaking work under stressful cir-
cumstancescumcurnstances nephi is admitting that what he has written on the
small plates is neither unique nor complete and this appears to
trouble him

and an account of my making these plates shall be given hereafter and
then behold I1 proceed according to that which I1 have spoken and this
I1 do that the more sacred things may be kept for the knowledge of my
people

nevertheless I1 do not write anything upon plates save it be that I1

think it be sacred and now if I1 do err even did they err of old
1 ne 195 6

one perceives here an element of tension in nephis saying that
a later portion of his record will contain more sacred things while
he also maintains that everything he has written on plates is sacred
this tension between sacred and more sacred things and
between these plates and nephis first record is evidently related
to the fact that he is not fully aware of the precise purpose of the small
plates 1 ne 95 A further indication that this is the source of some
dissonance is that nephi apparently feels compelled to discuss the
relationship between the two sets of plates no less than six times in
his preciously small account 1 ne 116 17 6 9 191 6 2 ne 414 1315

528328528 33 this costly repetition seems to suggest that nephis own mind
is not clear on the matter
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additional evidence of nephis self doubt about his performance
as a record keeper is found in the phrase and now if I1 do err this
suggestion of self criticism should not be exaggerated inasmuch
as nephi qualifies it by saying that even did they the ancient
prophets err of old nevertheless nephis twinge of doubt takes on
concrete meaning when he apparently decides to change his mode of
record keeping for he immediately changes the content of his writing
and shifts to transcribing excerpts from the brass plate writings of
zenock zenos neum and isaiah 1 I1 ne 19 22 thereby adding an
entirely new dimension to the small plates

nephis heroes

nephis reverence for records is indicative of a profound interest
in the religious past of his people records were intended to preserve
not only the commandments of the lord 1 ne 415 but also an
awareness of the nephitesNephites ancestors and a realization of their
foreknowledge of the nephitesNephites destiny 1 I1 ne 1921 22 As we shall
see below the intertwining of nephite experience with the lives and
prophecies of the ancients is a central feature of nephis writing

the first heroic forebear revealed in nephis writing is his father
lehi with whom he spares no effort to identify himself his first
mentioned aspiration is to keep a record as lehi did he recounts his
pouring out his soul in prayer and receiving a prophetic calling
immediately after his account of lehi doing the same things 1 ne 1 2

nephi sees the tree of life vision entrusted to lehi 1 ne 8 11 14

and receives the same vow from the lord that he would be led to a
promised land 1 I1 ne 220 5355 2 ne 15 finally nephi flees
into the wilderness from laman and lemuel just as lehi fled from
jerusalem

nephi also knew that he and lehi fit into a broader pattern one
set by earlier prophets who kept records prayed and went into the
wilderness to gain a promised land for example he makes repeated
reference to moses as a prophetic prototype just prior to the final
attempt to acquire the brass plates from laban nephi compares this
challenge to moses dividing the waters of the red sea 1 ne 42 in
seeking to persuade his brothers that the lord would empower them
to accomplish their appointed task his account gives compelling
proof of his argument for after invoking the mosaic model of faith
nephi penetrates jerusalem and finds laban by being led by the
spirit not knowing beforehand the things which I1 should do
1 I1 ne 46 A near carbon copy of this experience occurs later when
nephi rebukes laman and lemuel for not helping construct a ship
here nephi recalls moses difficulties in the exodus likening his
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brothers to the rebellious israelites and identifying himself with moses
significantly immediately after he rehearses that archetypal story nephi
is filled with the same power of god which he has just described in
moses and thoroughly confounds his defiant brothers 1 ne 172317217253 5555

but of all the ancient prophets he cites joseph is probably the
most important to nephi this judgment rests primarily on nephis
written references to joseph but it is reinforced by the uncanny
parallels that connect them bothjosephboth joseph and nephi were young sons
with wicked elder brothers in a culture that favored firstbornfirstborn males
yet both were promised they would rule over their elder brothers and
were hated for it after divine intervention saved nephi and joseph
from death at the hands of their brothers they each led their families
out of their homeland to preserve them from destruction and famine
respectively finally both families sought internal reconciliation
through blessings bestowed by dying patriarchs

nephis unique identification with joseph is underscored by the
exclusive nature of his first references to joseph inserted poignantly
into his account of lehi reading the brass plates here lehi learns he
is a descendant of joseph who was sold into egypt and who was
preserved by the hand of the lord that he might preserve his father
jacob and all his household from perishing with famine 1 ne 5145 la14l4
this synopsis ofofjosephsjosephs ministry sticks out in nephis record because
it calls to mind the very similar mission that nephi would fulfill for
his family secondly it is injected into a very sweeping context lehi s

reading about adam and eve and the prophets down to jeremiah
followed by his prophecies about the ultimate future of the brass
plates and his descendants endow these verses 10 19 in 1 nephi 5

with a scope that encompasses virtually the entire history of the earth
of all the prophets who could have been mentioned only josephs
special mission is referred to it must therefore be no coincidence that
nephi gives exclusive honor to joseph when he summarizes lehisgehis
genealogy by saying it sufficethsufficeth me to say that we are a descendant
of joseph 1 ne 62 1920 ed

nephis longest reference to joseph occurs near the end of the
historical segment of his record it too involves lehi as he gives

his dying blessing to his youngest son who was named joseph this
chapter 2 nephi 3 is perhaps best known for lehisgehis prophecies of a
I1 choice seer to be raised up who would be named joseph latter
day saints believe this to be a specific prophecy about the mission of
joseph smith but to nephi lehisgehis blessing seems to be equally
important for its purposeful bonding to the great joseph in the
nephitesNephites past

it is clear from lehisgehis blessing that his son joseph embodied a
connection withjosephwith joseph of old to which lehi ascribed great significance
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the intimacy of the connection is suggested by lehisgehis mention of his
son josephs birth in the days of my greatest sorrow v 1 this
suggests that naming the baby after joseph of old may have been a
heartfelt effort to give meaning to the great suffering lehi s family
experienced in the wilderness that is the boy would be a reminder
that as lehi goes on to say in his blessing the earlierjosephearlierearlieearlleearile josephrjoseph truly
saw our day and prophesied that a righteous branch would be
broken off from the house of israel and would play an important role
in the lord s latter day work v 35 by reproducing lehisgehis full blessing
in his record nephi demonstrates his own deep affinity for joseph
his intent is to show that joseph made unsurpassed prophecies and
received remarkable promises from the lord and that the nephitesNephites
figured in both 2 ne 323 24 42 all of which reinforces the
prophetic necessity of the nephite exodus from jerusalem

the points made in lehi s blessing are brought home with climactic
emphasis in nephi s final reference to tojosephjoseph the passage in question
draws some of its power from its location amidst the dynamic con-
cluding chapters of nephis record furthermore having already dwelt
on nephis painfully intense commitment to keep a meaningful record
we can appreciate deeply his triumphant declaration

wherefore for this cause hath the lord god promised unto me that
these things which I1 write shall be kept and preserved and handed
down unto my seed from generation to generation that the promise
may be fulfilled unto joseph that his seed should never perish as long
as the earth should stand 2 ne 2521

this passage is a classic archetypal statement nephi clearly believes
that his entire life s work fits into a line of purposeful action which
extends back to a great hero of old joseph and forward to the end
of the world nephi sees the enduring contribution of his life his
writings as intimately connected with joseph since in the end they
will be preserved because ofjosephs promise from the lord 5 if the
transcendent tone of his final chapters is any indication nephi
obviously reveled in the spiritual assurance that this promise gave him

in summary one can discern readily that nephi consistently
sought to associate his life and work with ancient prophecies and
prophetic precedents in concert with the records theme this
pattern can only compound the effect of unity and coherence embodied
in the outline of 1 and 2 nephi identified earlier

conclusion

by proposing a holistic view of 1 and 2 nephi this study has
argued that we underestimate nephi s work if we take it only at
face value that is merely as a collection of instructive but unrelated
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incidents doctrines and prophecies delving into the integrative
patterns in nephis writing we obtain a deeper conviction of his
authorship of these books and a greater appreciation ofhis inspiration
and intensity as a prophetic writer

this is not however to say that a reader must perceive the under-
lying elements of unity described here in order to understand nephis
main messages indeed nephis repeated emphasis on plainness and
simplicity in writing would seem to preclude his use of complex or
intricate methods in order to convey his main points for behold my
soul delightethdeligh teth in plainness unto my people that they may learn
2 ne 254 nevertheless even though awareness of the unity and

internal consistency of 1 and 2 nephi is not a prerequisite to obtaining
a testimony of the book of mormon it is essential to perfecting a
testimony of nephis authorship of the portion ascribed to him

it is hoped that the study presented here has demonstrated some
of the merit in a holistic approach to the study of scriptural texts
the wide application of this approach seems to face something of an
uphill battle the emphasis of almost all LDS scriptural commentaries
study guides and lesson plans as well as reference tools such as
the topical guide inserted in the recent LDS edition of the
bible is to focus on short passages phrases or even single words
of scripture rarely is the reader guided toward contemplation of
thematic developments in or the organizational structure of a given
chapter section or book of inspired writing thus while these study
helps play a necessary and valuable role extra effort is required
to paraphrase an earlier quotation to grasp a view of the separate

stones of inspired writing as parts of a broader more eloquent
and more convincing structure nevertheless any number of horizons
in the book of mormon and doctrine and covenants can afford such
a view and promise to justify the required labor
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the throne theophany
and prophetic commission in I11 nephi

A form critical analysis

blake thomas ostler

the first chapter of the book of mormon in the words of
hugh nibley has the authenticity of a truly ancient pseudepigraphic
writing stamped all over it it is a well nigh perfect example of the
genre 1 indeed the first chapter of 1 nephi conforms precisely to a
literary pattern that form critical studies have demonstrated to be the
very essence of the prophetic commission in ancient israel which
I1 gives the individuals credentials as a prophet messenger and
ambassador of the heavenly council 2 the pattern that emerges in
the pseudepigrapha is that of a righteous individual who concerned
for the wickedness of his people prays and weeps on their behalf until
physically overcome by the spirit of revelation and who carried away
in a vision sees god enthroned amidst the heavenly council he also
receives a heavenly book which explains the secrets of the universe and
the impending disaster of his people the vision is completed with
a call or commission extended from the heavenly council to warn his
people of their impending destruction if they will not repent however
he is also forewarned that his people will reject him ultimately such
an apocalyptic pattern derives from the visionary experiences of the
prophets micaiah 1 kgsggs 2219 22 isaiah isa 6 and ezekiel
ezek 11 321 who had visions of god on his throne preceding

their prophetic calls
after defining the literary pattern of the prophetic commission

and its historical development this article will examine the throne
theophany in 1 nephi and compare the prophetic commission pattern
found therein with numerous old testament and pseudepigraphic
sources the account found in 1 nephi will then be compared with
nineteenth century visions of god finally this article will consider
the probable origins of the pattern and indicate the significance
of the form in the book of mormon

blake T ostler isis an attorney inin private practice he wishes to thank john W welch and robert FE smith
for comments on an earlier version of this paper distributed by the foundation for ancient research and mormon
studies he would also like to thank don norton for editing suggestions
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ORIGIN AND historical development

there are essentially three distinct types of ascension motifs the first
type is the ecstatic ascension through the heavens such as that
experienced by the apostle paul 2 cor 122 4 the second type is
the ritual ascension which involved kings at the new year rites the
third is the initial calling of the prophet preceded by a theophany such
as a vision of god on his throne 3 while this article will be concerned
primarily with the latter type at times the other two types of ascension
motifs overlap the prophetic call lurfur instance isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs call may represent
both isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs personal experience of a vision of god and a ritual
enactment of the coronation of yahweh 4 there are also two distinct
types ofprophetic commission patterns the narrative type of call such
as that of moses gideon or jeremiah involves a dialogue with
yahweh in which the prophet voices his reluctance to be called as a
prophet but is finally reassured by divine injunction the other type
is classically represented by the calls of isaiah and ezekiel where the
seer experiences a theophany before his commissioncommission as a prophet 5

again this article will be concerned primarily with the latter form
in his study of the office and calling of the prophet klaus baltzer

remarks if we can expect to find information about the essence and
function of the prophetic office anywhere it is in the stories of
the prophets call and commission 6 such theophany commission
experiences are structured according to a literary pattern which
scholars have termed a gattung literary form or a literary form
within a traditionsgeschichte historical development of a literary or
oral tradition to emphasize their formal nature and manifest
what baltzer calls a programmatic character 7 such theophanic
experiences were placed anciently at the beginning of the traditions
of the works and words of the prophet as a means of providing

vindication and legitimization of the prophet in his office 813

gerhard von rad states that the prophetic call

in fact gave rise to a new literary category the account of the call the
event of which the prophet tells burdened him with a commission with
knowledge and responsibility which place him in a complete isolation
before god it forced him to justify his exceptional status in the eyes of the
majority this makes clear that the writing down of a call was something
secondary to the call itself and that it served a different end from the latter
the call commissioned the prophet the act of writing down an account
of it was aimed at those sections of the public in whose eyes he had to
justify himself no doubt these accounts are of great importance because
of the insight they give us intointo the experience which made a man a
prophet at the same time however exegesis has always to remember
that these narrativesnarratives are probably not simply transcripts of what was
experienced at the time they are as well accounts designed to serve certain
definite ends and they no doubt to a certain extent stylized the call 9
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the literary pattern of the prophetic call found in ezekiel the
apocalyptic vision of god in human form seated on his throne
preceding the call of prophet has been traced by walther zimmerli
along a line of developing tradition in the old testament from isaiah 6
back to I11 kings 2219ff2219ffjo2219ff 10 thus isaiah expressed his throne vision in
a literary pattern first elucidated in the oldest old testament model
which dates to the ninth century BC found in the vision ofofmicaiahmicaiah

1 kings 2219 22 isaiah 61 2 8

1I saw the lord sitting on his throne I1 saw also the lord sitting upon a
and all the host ofheaven standing throne high and lifted up and
by him and the lord said above it stood the seraphimsseraphimeseraphims
who shall persuade ahab also I1 heard the voice of the lord
and there came forth a spirit and saying whom shall I1 send and
stood before the lord and said who will go for us then said I1

I1 will go forth all biblical here am 1I send me
quotes are from the king james
version unless otherwise noted

the similarity between the two accounts justifies scholars in
speaking of a literary pattern or form of the throne vision followed by
a prophetic call just as isaiah expresses his vision in the literary form
of the prophetic vision and commission ofofmicaiahmicaiah so ezekiel elaborates
I1 theitheethe same theophanic pattern of prophetic call in the sixth century

with a wealth of apocalyptic detail which one can only describe
as baroque says matthew black and with an anthropomorphic
type of theophany which has been responsible for an entire mystical
tradition of judaism von rad adds among the reception of
visions more elaborately described in the old testament those
of micaiah ben imlah 1I kgsggs 2219ff2219ff isaiah isa 6 and ezekiel
ezek 1 3 fall into the same class for they follow what was obviously

a given basic concept that of solemn commissioning by yahweh as he
sat enthroned in the midst of his heavenly entourage each of the
three however adapts the schema in its own particular way 12

jeremiah also couches his prophetic call in a formal pattern or
call narrative in the early sixth century but it is expressed in the

dialogue and reassurance form established in the call of moses
jer 11 9 compare ex 34 12 the formal elements of the prophetic

call form in hebrew literature include

1 historical introduction there is a brief introductory remark
providing circumstantial details such as time place and historical
setting

2 divine confrontation either deity or an angel appears in glory to
the individual

3 reaction the individual reacts to the presence of the deity or his
angel by way of an action expressive of fear unworthiness or having
been overpowered
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4 throne theophany in the commissions of isaiah and ezekiel the
individual sees the council of god and god seated upon his throne
this element distinguishes the throne theophany commission from
the primarily auditory commissions

5 commission the individual recipient is commanded to perform a
given task and assume the role of prophet to the people

6 protest the prophet responds to the commission by claiming that
he is unable or unworthy to accomplish the task this element isis
usually absent when the reaction element is present as inin the call
of ezekiel

7 reassurance the deity reassures the prophet that he will be protected
and able to carry out the commission the deity may also reassure
the prophet by giving him a sign indicative of divine power and
protection

8 conclusion the commissioncommission form usually concludes inin a formal way
most often with a statement that the prophet has begun to carry
out his commission 13

the theophany and commission form was eventually absorbed
into the genre apocalypse which may be defined as a genre of
revelatory literature with a narrative framework in which a revelation
is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human recipient disclosing
a transcendent reality which is both temporal insofar as it envisages
eschatological salvation and spatial insofar as itit involves another
supernatural world 14 it must be emphasized that a literary genre isis
more inclusive than a literary form because in this case it could
include not only the prophets initial vision followed by a commissioncommission
but also any vision thereafter which conforms to the genre the genre
apocalypse developed in classic hebrew works such as isaiah 49 66
but flourished especially during the intertestamentaltestamentalinter period in
such works as the merkabamerhaba the divine throne chariot motif found
among the dead sea scrolls and inin pseudepigraphic works such as
1 enoch 2 enoch the testament of levi 4 ezra 3 baruch the
ascension of isaiah and the apocalypse of abraham among others
the theophany prophetic commission pattern is readily discernible
inin pseudepigraphicpseudepigraphicchic literature such as the ethiopic enoch when
compared with ezekiel s throne chariot vision

ezekiel 126 28 1 enoch 1418 24

above the vault over their heads and I1 obseabseobservedrvedarved and saw a
there appeared a throne lofty throne its appearance was
and upon the throne a form inin like crystal and from beneath
human likeness bemarkemar adam the throne were issuing streams

when I1 saw this I1 heard of flaming fire and the
a voicevolcevoicevolce speaking to me man he great glory was sitting upon
said stand up and let me talk it and the lord called
with you new english bible me and said to me come

near to me enoch and to my holy
word 15
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in the genre apocalypse the prophetic commission pattern is
fleshed out with other elements that became essential to the ascension
experience the visionary petitions deity on behalf of his people is
overcome by the spirit of revelation is caught up into heaven is
shown a vision of the throne chariot is given a commission to warn
others of the impending judgment and finally is given a tour of the
worlds history and the heavens for example in 1 enoch the sections
quoted here are the earliest in the enoch literature dated to the late
third century BC by scholemscholemj6 16 enoch petitions the lord for his
people 147 and is lifted up into the heavens by the winds 148
he is then overcome with trembling and falls on his face 1414l4l41414 he
then sees a lofty throne whereon god is seated 1418 22 and receives
a commission to preach to the watchers 1424 163 before he receives
revelation in the form of vision and audition concerning the heavens
sheol and history of the earth chaps 17 36

similarly in the testament ofoflevilevi about 180 BC levi grieving
over the wickedness of the sons of men prays to god on their behalf
24 is overcome with the spirit and falls to sleep 25 and then

ascends into the heavens with the angelus interpretsinterpresinterpres 27 As he ascends
through the heavens their contents are revealed to him by the angel
28 310 in the highest heaven levi beholds god on his throne of

glory 51 and is then given the priesthood and commissioned to teach
his sons of the vision 52 compare 82 9 147 8 161 chaps 17 18

and the contents of the heavenly tablets 54
likewise in the slavonic enoch after 70 AD enoch sleeps on

his bed while he weeps 13 and is then visited by two majestic angels
who take him into heaven on the wings of the spirit 14 8 31 where
enoch is endowed and sees all the contents of the heavens and the
history of the earth 32 196 enoch then beholds the throne of god
and glory of his presence chaps 20 22 enoch is commissioned to
write the history of the earth and secrets of the heavens on the heavenly
books 2211 finally enoch is commissioned to instruct his sons 361

in the apocalypse of abraham a hebrew work dating after
70 AD abraham encounters the mighty angel laoeliaoelinoel who appears
in brilliant glory when abraham hears laoelsiaoelslabels voice he falls to the
ground as one dead laoel strengthens abraham and lifts him to his
feet 101 5 As abraham offers a sacrifice and ritual prayers laoel
appears casts satan out and abraham and laoel ascend into the heavens
on the wings of the sacrificial dove 131 14 As they ascend laoel
explains the vision of abraham 152 174 in the highest heaven
abraham sees the throne chariot and the glory of god 181 14 the
secrets of the universe 191 207 the heavenly council and chosen spirits
before their birth 211 225 the history of the world beginning with
adam and eve in the garden 231 14 a vision of judgment and
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salvation 241 318 and the mission of christ 293 90 abraham is

then commissioned to preach the contents of his vision to his posterity
321 6

finally in the ascension of isaiah about 150 AD isaiah
is overcome by the holy spirit as he lies upon a couch and becomes
as one dead 610 he is then taken up in a vision of the heavens
614 by a glorious angel 72 3 isaiah beholds a throne with

angels on the right and on the left 714 15 compare 1132 33
he is then lifted through the seven heavens by the angel who
interprets their contents to him 717 828 isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs angel guide
gives him a book wherein is written the deeds of the children
of israel 922 in the highest heaven isaiah beholds christ
who descends through the seven heavens to the earth where he is born
of the virgin mary put to death descends to the realm ofofsheolsheol and
sends out his twelve apostles before ascending again through the
heavens to be seated on the right hand of god while the holy spirit
is seated on the left 97 1133 isaiah is then commanded to return
to his garment of flesh 1135 where he tells all present of his vision
1136 37

the genre apocalypse influenced early christianity where it is
fragmentarily found in the call of paul acts 93ff 226ff226ff 2612ff2612ff
compare matt 24 25 28 and in the apocalypse the genre also
found its way into other early christian works in among others the
odes of Solomon 17 ode 36 and the ascension of isaiah the genre
as distinct from the prophetic commission pattern may also be
detected in numerous classical rabbinic gnostic andjewishand jewish sources
see app 2

THE ASCENSION OF LEHI

the experience of lehi reported in 1 nephi I11 compares very
favorably with the genre apocalypse in general see app 1 and with
the literary pattern and the developing history of the call form found
in pseudepigraphic and old testament works in particular as the
following chart demonstrates

isaiah 6 jeremiah ezekiel lehi

1 historical introduction giagla61a6 la 11 3 11 3 14
2 divine confrontation 6lb61bgibalb 4 14 1414 26a 16
3 reaction 65 l28b128b 17
4 throne theophany 62 4 120110120 26a 18
5 commission 6lb61bgibalb 13b 15 7 23 5 21
6 protest 61 la 16
7 reassurance 66 7 18 9 21 2 110 12

8 conclusion gilb6llb611bglibellb 13b 110 311 14 120 21
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lehi concerned about the wickedness and impending disaster
of israel prayed to the lord in behalf of his people 15
and as he prayed a pillar of fire came and dwelt on a
rock before him causing him to quake exceedingly 16
completely overcome by the spirit lehi cast himself on his bed
17 until he was carried away in a vision 18 lehi was then

lifted into heaven where he thought he saw god sitting upon
his throne surrounded with numberless concourses of angels
18

lehi then saw one descending from the heavenly council who
gave him a book and bade him that he should read 19 11

the book contained the deeds of the children of israel 113 and
told of the coming of a messiah and also the redemption of the
world 119 lehisgehis soul did rejoice and his whole heart was
filled as he praised god while reflecting on his vision of the throne
and songs of the angelic hosts 114 5 lehi was then evidently
commissioned to warn his people but they rejected him and sought
his life 119 20 nevertheless god had promised protection and
deliverance from those who sought his life 120

the account of lehisgehis throne theophany and prophetic commission
is very closely related to ezekiels account in the formgeschichte
or historical development of the literary pattern but because
lehisgehis account also exhibits elements of the pattern unique to
pseudepigraphic works it must be considered as part of the line
of development inherited from the hebrew theophany commission
pattern quite independent ofofezekielsezekiels inaugural vision both 1 nephi
and ezekiel manifest a number of similar formal elements among
these are 1 a historical introduction 1 ne 14 ezek 11 3

2 a divine confrontation 1 ne 16 ezek 14 3 a throne theophany
1 I1 ne 18 ezek 126 28 4 a heavenly book 1 ne 111 12

ezek 28 10 5 a qedussa or angelic songs of praise 1 ne 114
ezek 312 6 a commission of the prophet 1 ne 118 21
ezek 22 3 7 a rejection by his people 1 ne 119 20 ezek 38 9
and 8 reassurance and a promise of deliverance 1 ne 120
ezek 38 9

those elements which are unique to the pseudepigrapha and
1 nephi include 1 an intercessory prayer 1 ne 15 2 revelation
received on the prophets bed or couch 1 ne 17 3 an ascension
into heaven 1 I1 ne 18 4 a vision of one descending from the
heavenly council followed by twelve others 1 ne 111 13 and

5 a prophecy of the coming messiah and redemption of the
world 1 ne 119 perhaps a microanalysis of each element in
the pattern will clarify the significance of each in the overall narrative
structure
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historical introduction

1 nephi 14 6 ezekiel 11 3

for it came to pass in the comcorncormcomm now it came to pass in the thirtieth
mencementmenacementmencement of the first year of the year in the fourth month that
reign of zedekiah king ofjudah the heavens were opened and I1 saw
my father lehi having dwelt at visions of god in the fifth day of

jerusalem in all his days and in the month which was the fifth year
that same year there came many of king jehoiachins captivity the
prophets prophesying unto the word of the lord came expressly
people that they must repent or unto ezekiel the priest the son of
the great city jerusalem must be buzi in the land of the chaldeansChal deans
destroyed and it came topassto pass by the river chebarchabar and the hand
as he prayed unto the lord there of the lord was there upon him
came a pillar of fire and dwelt upon
a rock before him

the historical introduction fills the double function of establishing
the time and place setting and giving certain biographical information
about the propheprophet0818 such historical notes were added at the beginning
of the words of numerous old testament prophets 19 ezekiels historical
prologue gives the date in the first person a reference to the locality and
the beginning of an autobiographical note in verse 1 verse 2 gives a
simple date reference and the reign of the king verse 3 mentions the
receiving of the divine word gives the name and vocation of the prophet
his fathers name and the name and place of his work 20 nephis
redaction ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis account gives a simple time reference and mentions
the reign of the king the activities of lehi nephis father the places of
those activities and the receiving of the divine word in the third person

isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs call begins in the year that king uzziah died I1 saw also
the lord 61 what N habel said of isaiah s historical prologue is
equally true ofofLeofieoflehislehisgehishis despite the overwhelming glory of the sacred
locale the temple the historical moment is just as important to the
prophet s proclamation the year was a year of transition crisis and
import it was the year of the kings death 21 the historical prologue
underscores the significance of the experiences historical orientation
according to zimmerli in the dating there is expressed unmistakably
the conviction that the word ofofyihwehyahweh which was given the prophet
and communicated by him was not a timeless truth but represented
a message of god for a particular occasion 22for22 for example according
to the slavonic enoch enochs ascension purportedly took place at the
first of the year in the first month on the assigned day of the first
month two angels appeared to me 2 enoch 12 4 see note
d ofofvlofvv 2 ezra prefaced his theodicy with in the thirtieth year after
the destruction of our city Uejerusalemrusalem I1 began to speak anxious
words to the most high then the angel that had been sent to
me answered 4 ezra 31flalff3lff
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the intercessory prayer

1 nephi 14 5 4 ezra 31 3

for it came to pass in the corn- incom- in the thirtieth year after the
mencementmenacementmencement of the first year of the destruction of our city I1 was in
reign of zedekiah king of judah babylon I1 was troubled as I1 lay on

there came many prophets my bed and my thoughts welled
prophesying unto the people that up in my heart because I1 saw the
they must repent or the great city desolation of zion and the wealth
jerusalem must be destroyed of those who lived in babylon my
wherefore it came to pass that my spirit was greatly agitated and I1

father lehiahilehlahl as he went forth prayed began to speak anxious words to
unto the lord yea even with all his the most high
heart in behalf of his people

the intercessory prayer motif is absent from all of the biblical
accounts of the call form though intercessory prayers are found
elsewhere in the old testament outside the context of the prophetic
call the prayer is also a well established motif in the pseudepigraphic
accounts 23 in these accounts the prophets prayer is always motivated
by concern for his people while lehi is distraught over the wickedness
and impending disaster about to befall jerusalem the pseudepigraphic
authors look back to the fall of jerusalem and mourn israels failure
to heed the lords warnings god responds to the prayer by sending
an otherworldly mediator and by showing the visionary the history of
the world and eventual eschatological redemption of israel granting
solace in the face of disaster compare the greek baruch and the
testament of levi with lehisgehis prayer

3 baruch 11 3 test of levi 23 4 6 1 nephi 14 6

woe now I1 baruch As I1 was tending the there came many pro
was weeping in my flocks a spirit of phetspeets prophesying

mind and considering understanding from the unto the people that
the people and how lord came upon me they must repent or
king nebuchadnezzar and I1 observed all the great citycloycityjerusalemjerusalem
was permitted by god human beings making must be destroyed
to plunder his city their way in life deceit wherefore it came to
saying lord why fully sin was erecting pass that my father
have you set fire to your walls and injustice was lehi as he went forth
vineyard and laid ensconced in towers I1 prayed unto the lord
it waste and kept grieving over the yea even with all his
behold while I1 was race of the sons of men heart in behalf of his
weeping and saying and I1 prayed to the lord people and it came to
such things I1 saw an that I1 might be delivdelav pass as he prayed unto
angel of the lord ered and the the lord there came a

heavens were opened pillar of fire and dwelt
and an angel of the upon a rock before
lord spoke to me levi him and he saw and
levi entenenter heard much
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the divine confrontation

1 nephi 16 7 ezekiel 14

there came a pillar of fire and and as I1 looked behold a storm
dwelt upon a rock before him and wind came from the north a great
he saw and heard much and cloud of flashing fire with bright-

nessbecause of the things which he around it and out of its midst
saw and heard he did quake and it shone as it were the appearance
tremble exceedingly and it came of electrum from the midst of the
to pass that he returned to his own fire zimmerli translation
house at jerusalem and cast
himself upon his bed being over-
come with the spirit and the things
which he had seen

the pillar of fire appearing upon the rock in lehisgehis account is
reminiscent of the description of the sheazshekzshekinahnajnah divine glory of yahweh
going before israel in the exodus and his words to moses behold
I1 will stand before thee there upon the rock in horebhareb ex 176 all
of the pseudepigraphic sources note the fiery glory of the mediating
angel who has come to initiate the prophet into the heavenly realm 24

it should also be noted that lehi saw the pillar of fire as he went
forth but was carried away in a vision only after he had returned to
his house in jerusalem and lay upon his bed though the initial
experience is temporally distinct from the experience of the ascension
they are presented as a literary unity hence the concern with presenting
lehisgehis experience in a unified literary pattern is evident

reaction

1 nephi 16 7 ezekiel 128

and because of the things which and when I1 saw it I1 fell upon my
he saw and heard he did quake and face and I1 heard a voice of one that
tremble exceedingly and he spake
cast himself upon his bed being
overcome with the spirit

the effect of the divine encounter on the prophet is one of fright
sleepiness and loss of consciousness of the earthly realm
simultaneously 25 for instance isaiah was overcome by the glory of his
heavenly vision then said 1I woe is me for I1 am undone isa 65
As a result of his encounter with the fiery throne chariot ezekiel
fell upon his face ezek 128 much as enoch in the ethiopic enoch
who beheld lightning and fiery cherubim speaking with fiery tongues
and as I1 shook and trembled I1 fell upon my face and saw a vision
1 enoch 1414 A vivid account of the effects of the divine encounter

is found in the apocalypse of abraham where as a result of abrahams
vision of the glorious angel laoeliaoelinoel abraham said and behold there
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was no breath of man and my spirit was amazed and my soul fled
from me and I1 became like a stone and fell face down upon the earth
for there was no longer strength in me to stand up on the earth
apocalypse of abraham 102 certainly the pillar of fire had a

similar effect on lehi who overcome by the spirit did quake and
tremble exceedingly insomuch that he cast himself upon his bed

1 ne 16 7
one motif that is mentioned in pseudepigraphic accounts and in

1 nephi 1 but absent from biblical calls is the emphasis on the bed
or couch on which the prophet casts himself to see the vision 26 for
instance in the ascension of isaiah isaiah is overcome by the spirit
of prophecy and ascends into heaven as he lies upon a couch in the
palace ezra reports that his vision occurred as I1 lay on my bed
4 ezra 31 while enoch reports his vision came as 1 I was in my

house alone and I1 lay on my bed sleeping 2 enoch 12 the bed
or couch was necessary because the prophet entered into a trance
state wherein physical strength and consciousness were lost while a
consciousness of the heavenly realm opened to his gaze As D S russell
points out

the vision is said to come before sleep dan 109 or during sleep
2 baruch 541 or after sleep 2 enoch 16 the coming of the

vision puts him into a tranceliketrance like state as when he lies on the ground
as one dead his understanding being confused 2 esdras 1030
dan 109ff109ff so overwhelming is his experience that he might even

lose consciousness the very nature of these experiences suggest
that they are more than literary convention their very nature argues
strongly that they reflect the actual experiences of the apocalyptic
writers themselves 27

the ascension

1 nephi 18 1 enoch 148 711

and being thus overcome with the in the vision the winds were
spirit he was carried away in a causing me to fly and rushing me
vision even that he saw the heavens high up into heaven thus it
open happened after this that my spirit

passed out of sight and ascended
into the heavens and I1 saw the
sons of the holy angels

the ascension of the prophet is absent in the biblical call accounts
but may be represented fragmentarily by the spirits setting ezekiel
on his feet after he falls to the earth ezek 21 the ascent through
the heavens is accomplished by the power of the spirit symbolized
in many pseudepigraphic accounts by the wings of the otherworldly
mediator for example enoch was borne on the wings of two angels
who carried him through the several heavens 2 enoch 33128128 levi
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entered the several heavens through the gates that were open
testament ofoflevilevi 51 baruch went up as though borne on wings
3 baruch 22 abraham ascended on the wings of a sacrificial dove
apocalypse of abraham 152 4 and isaiah was taken up by an angel
ascension of isaiah 73 29 the phrase used by lehi and the

heavens opened is not found in the old testament except for the
historical introduction of ezekiels call 1 ne 18 ezek 11

the throne theophany

1 nephi 18 ezekiel 11 26 28

he saw the heavens open and he the heavens were opened and I1

thought he saw god sitting upon saw the visions of god and
his throne surrounded with above the firmament that was over
numberless concourses of angels in the seraphimsseraphimeseraphims heads was the
the attitude of singing and praising likeness of a throne as the
their god appearance of a sapphire stone

and upon the throne was the
likeness as the appearance of a
man this was the appearance
of the likeness of the glory of the
lord

the presentation of the prophet before the heavenly council was
a momentous experience such a scene has an extensive ancient near
eastern background 30 the vision of god on his throne was more than
literary convention however for there is every indication that the
hebrew prophets who related their experience of this council felt it
was as much a reality as the existence of yahweh himself 31 according
to D S russell in passages like 1 kings 2219ff2219ff job l6ff16fflaff and
isaiah 66ff god is described as presiding over a council whose
members are there to carry out his will this council is attended
however not only by gods and angels but also by men for it is the
privilege of the truly inspired prophet to stand in its midst and hear
the word of yahweh 32 the vision of god s throne in his heavenly
temple had a great influence on pseudepigraphic literature 33 for
example in the testament ofoflevilevi levi reports at this moment the
angel opened for me the gates of heaven and I1 saw the holy most
high sitting on the throne testament ofoflevilevi 51 2 the apocalypse
of abraham undoubtedly influenced by ezekiel conjoins the images
of the throne and the chariot 1 I saw a chariot with fiery wheels
each wheel was full of eyes round about and above the wheels was
the throne which I1 had seen apocalypse of abraham 1812 13

enoch beheld a scene very similar to that of lehi and alma he saw
14 cherubim and seraphim standing all around his throne singing
with gentle voice in front of the face of the lord 2 enoch 211
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the descensusDes census

1 nephi 19 10 ascension of isaiah 107 1122

and it came to pass that he saw and I1 heard the voice of the most
one descending out of the midst high the father of my lord as he
of heaven and he beheld that his said to my lord christ go
luster was above that of the sun at out and descend through all the
noondaynoon day and he also saw twelve heavens you shall descend through
others following him and their the firmament and through that
brightness did exceed that of the world and the angel who led
stars in the firmament me said to me understand

isaiah and I1 saw when he sent
out the twelve disciples

the hebrew symbols employed make clear that the descensusdescensus is
a continuation of the vision of the heavenly council yahweh is typically
envisioned in the old testament as enthroned amidst the worshiping
host of heaven the sun moon and stars As frank cross demonstrated
I1 I1 the heavenly bodies given personality in protologicalotologicalproctologicalpr fashion were
conceived as part of the worshiping host of beings about the throne
ofyahwehofyahweh he pointed out that kakebekokebe boker the morning stars
injobin job 387 may be considered in parallel with bene elohim the sons
of god compare isa 1412 Ps 1482 3 and the terms sabadorsabaorfabasaba or sebotcebot
apply equally to heavenly bodies and the angelic host 34 thus the sun
and stars which lehi beheld in vision proceeded from the heavenly
council and probably foreshadowedshadowedforeshadowerfore christ and the twelve apostles as
in the ascension of isaiah or possibly the chosen one and the twelve
tribes of israel as in josephs dream gen 379 such a symbolic
vision of the coming messiah can be found in the testament ofjudah
and after this there shall arise for you a star from jacob in peace

and a man shall arise from my posterity like the sun of righteousness
testament ofofjudahjudah 241 35 although the descensusdescensus motif is not

essential to the gattung of the call narrative nevertheless the motif
as it appears in 1 nephi 1 is a logical extension of the throne
theophany and evidence of the hebrew influence on lehisgehis account

the heavenly book

1 nephi 111 13 ezekiel 29 10

and the first came and stood and when I1 looked behold an
before my father and gave unto hand was sent unto me and lo10 a
him a book and bade him that he roll of a book was therein and he
should read and as he read spread it before me and it was
he was filled with the spirit of the written within and without and
lord and he read saying wo wo there was written therein lamenta-

tionsunto jerusalem for I1 have seen and mourning and woe
thine abominations meayeaea and many
things did my father read concern-
ing jerusalem
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the book given to the prophet by the messenger from the heavenly
council is another motif of the call gattung that derives from ancient
near eastern origins a motif that enjoyed widespread popularity 36

georg widengrenwidergrenWidengren who wrote probably the most extensive study to
date of the heavenly book states few religious ideas in the ancient
near east have played a more important role than the notion ofheavenly
tablets or the heavenly book one of the most significant
features in history is the oft recurring thought that the heavenly
book is handed over at the ascension in an interview with a heavenly
being or the gods or heavenly beings 37 the idea of the heavenly
book was pivotal in israel where moses received the law on heavenly
tablets from god on sinai it may have become associated with the
commission narrative because of the role of fixing the fates on the
divine tables at the babylonian akituabitu festival but for whatever
reason the motif became very prominent in the apocalyptic and
pseudepigraphic literature 38 for example in the ethiopic enoch
enoch looked at the tablets of heaven read all the writing on them
and came to understand everything I1 read that book and all the
deeds of humanity and all the children of the flesh upon the earth
for all the generations of the world 1 enoch 812 in the ascension
of isaiah isaiah says one of the angels showed me some
books but not like the books of this world and he opened them and
the books had writing in them and they were given to me and
I1 read them and behold the deeds of the children of israel were
written there 921 22 the motif in 1 nephi matches the ancient
hebrew call pattern exactly a book delivered from the heavenly
council which tells of the deeds of the children of israel and their
impending doom

the qedussa

1 nephi 114 1 enoch 396 10 12

when my father had read and seen and in those days my eyes saw the
many great and marvelous things elect one of righteousness
he did exclaim many things unto and I1 gazed and I1 blessed and
the lord such as great and praised saying blessed is he
marvelous are thy works 0 lord and may he be blessed from the
god almighty thy throne is high beginning and forever more
in the heavens and thy power and those who do not slumber but
goodness and mercy are over all the stand before your glory shall
inhabitants of the earth and bless praise and extol you
because thou art merciful thou wilt saying holy holy holy lorddordbord of
not suffer those who come unto the spirits the spirits fill the
thee that they shall perish earth

the qedussaQedussa 39 or angelic songs of the heavenly council praising
yahweh as thrice holy is prominent in the calls of isaiah isa 63 and
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ezekiel ezek 312 for they join the council as the emissaries of
yahweh 40 lehi also joins the heavenly council in songs of praise ezekiel
states that the spirit took me up and I1 heard behind me a voice
of a great rushing saying blessed be the glory of the lord from his
place ezek 312 the seer joining in songs of praise with the
heavenly hosts while raised on high is also found in the apocalypse
of abraham 173 21 where the heavenly mediator teaches the angelic
songs to abraham eternal one mighty one holy el sabaoth
most glorious el el el el laoel you make the light shine before
the morning light upon your creation in 2 enoch 221111 recension J
enoch joins the angels who deliver the threefold sanctus holy
holy holy lord sabaoth heaven and earth are full of his glory
the poet of the odes of solomon 36 also joins the heavenly choir

the spirit of the lord raised me up to heaven and caused me
to stand on my feet in the lords high place before his perfection and
his glory where I1 continued praising him by the composition of his
odes I1 was most praised among the praised the qedussa
is developed in I11 enoch 3910 13 a later part of the book of enoch
known as the similitudes dating probably from the first century
AD in a manner similar to lehisgehis praise of the lord 41

taethethecommissioncommission

1 nephi 118 19 ezekiel 23 31 4

after the lord had shown so many and he said unto me son of man
marvelous things unto my father I1 send thee to the children of
lehi behold he went forth israel son of man eat this
among the people and began to roll and go speak unto the house
prophesy and to declare unto them of israel with my words
concerning the things which he had
both seen and heard and also
the things which he read in the
book

the commission element of lehisgehis call has been obscured by
nephis editorial activities nevertheless the motif is still evident
from lehisgehis actions following the vision such as preaching to his
people of the contents of the vision and of the book and from the
subsequent revelation given to him commending him for having
fulfilled the commission given before that time blessed art thou
lehi because of the things which thou hast done and because thou
hast been faithful and declared unto this people the things which I1

commanded thee 1 ne 21
the commission was given only to the prophet who had stood in

the heavenly council and heard the words ofyahwehofyihweh which the prophet
was commanded to deliver to his people as contained in the heavenly
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book 42 indeed the very designation nabi the hebrew word for
prophet meant literally one who is called and accabcaccordingording to

E theodore mullenmullenjrcullenjrjr implies the background of the heavenly
council for the prophet was called to proclaim the will of the deity
which issued from the assembly 43for43 forbor example when summoned by
the heavenly council isaiah responds here am 1I send me isa 68
then he is commissioned go and tell this people hear isa 69 10

similarly ezekiels commission is to go get thee unto the house of
israel and speak the words put into his mouth by yahweh as
represented by the book ezekiel had ingested ezek 31 4 A similar
motif is found in 4 ezra where ezra reports then I1 went as he
commanded me and I1 gathered all the people together and said
hear these words 0 israel and on the next day behold a

voice called me saying ezra open your mouth and drink what I1 give
you to drink and I1 took it and drank and when I1 had drunk
it my heart poured forth understanding and wisdom increased in
my breast for my spirit retained its memory and my mouth was
opened and was no longer closed 4 ezra 1427 28 38 40 41 the
commission is found in numerous pseudepigraphic narratives 44

the rejection and reassurance

1 nephi 119 20 ezekiel 37 26
and it came to pass that the jews but the house of israel will not
did mock him because of the things hearken unto thee for they will not
which he testified of them for he hearken unto me for all the house
truly testified of their wickedness of israel are impudent and hard
and their abominations and hearted and thou son of
when thejewsthe jews heard these things man be not afraid of them neither
they were angry with him yea even be afraid of their words though
as with the prophets of old whom briers and thorns be with thee
they had cast out and stoned and
slain and they also sought his life
that they might take it away but
behold I1 nephi will show unto
you that the tender mercies of the
lord are over all those whom he
hath chosen because of their faith
to make them mighty even unto
the power of deliverance

notwithstanding the prophets commission he will be rejected by
his people this paradox also meets us in isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs call hear ye indeed
but understand not and see ye indeed but perceive not make the
heart of this people fat and make their ears heavy and shut their eyes
lest they see with their eyes and hear with their ears and understand
with their heart isa 69 10 in a sense the preaching of the prophet
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is justification for gods destruction of his people for they have been
given a chance and rejected it both ezekiel and isaiah are reminded
of the difficulty and hopelessness of their position for the people are
hardheaded and stubborn of heart the rejection by the people prompts
a protest from isaiah lord how long isa 611 the protest is
absent from ezekiels and lehisgehis call As BenjamibenjaminnjJ hubbard notes
however

the two elements appearing with least frequency are the protest and the
reaction however one or the other of them occurs in seventeen different
biblical pericopesperiscopespericopes out of twenty seven only five commissioning

accounts have both it appears that there is a general tendency to have
the individual respond either to the presence of the commissioner
reaction or to his commission protest 45

since lehisgehis account contains a reaction to the presence of the pillar
of fire his account would not be expected to also present a protest
to the commission itself hence the absence of a protest in lehisgehis
account actually conforms to the gattung presented in hebraic
prophetic call forms both ezekiel and isaiah are fully prepared for
the failure of their undertaking despite gods omnipotent help As
von rad notes

the three visions just considered in other words micaiah
1 kings 2219ff2219ff isaiah 6 and ezekiel 1 3 thus end by indicating

a completely negative result in no sense will the prophets work lead
to deliverance it will only hasten on the inevitable disaster the ideas
which the three men each held about the nature of their calling must
have been very much alike there must have been some kind of common
call experience which put a stamp upon their work from the outset
their devastatingly negative outlook on the future of their work and
the way in which without any illusions they faced up to its complete
failure are again a factor which compels us to look for these prophets
outside the cult 46

lehi shares this common call experience for like ezekiel he
learns from the heavenly book that whatever his efforts those at
jerusalem will reject his message and be destroyed 1 ne 113 As
walther zimmerli notes however gods promise of protection in the
face of threatened death and bitter opposition to the prophet is
essential to his call ezekiel 26 7 adds an admonition to fearlessness
whichjerwhichterwhich jer 18 17 shows to be an essential part of a call narrative
the element of encouragement and strengthening which is also found
in a different form in calls of moses and gideon follows naturally
upon the oracle of commissioning 47 it is nephi the redactor of
lehisgehis call who reminds us that god is mighty even unto the
power of deliverance 1 I1 ne 120 unto all those who receive the
commission to declare unto this people all the things which I1

commanded thee 1 I1 ne 21
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THE nineteenth CENTURY
AND 1 NEPHI

the implications of the theophany commission pattern for
the origins of the book of mormon must be tested against the
prophet joseph smiths nineteenth century environment because
the book available to us is a product of his revelatory experiences
to the extent that 1 nephi is similar to nineteenth century visions
its antiquity would have to be demonstrated on other grounds
to the extent that 1 nephi I11 is unlike nineteenth century accounts
however it becomes reasonable to view this text as an expression of
antiquity

joseph smith was reared in an era of intense apocalyptic fervor
and spiritual experience 48 one of the results of this intense fervor
was the publication of literally hundreds of conversion experiences
and visions of god by puritan pietists and quaker disciples 49

hence one might expect numerous accounts in nineteenth century
literature resembling the theophany commission pattern in 1 nephi
in point of fact however the sole account in the literature of
nineteenth century america conforming in any significant detail
to the ancient literary pattern uncovered by a thorough though
perhaps not an exhaustive search of such visions is the account in
1 nephi 1

neal lambert and richard H cracroft demonstrated that early
nineteenth century conversion experiences involving a vision of god
were expressed almost without exception in a common pattern
involving literary structural and stylistic elements 50 among the
most influential of these accounts not considered by lambert and
cracroft were the spiritual diary of indian missionary david brainerd
the journals of anglican evangelist george whitefield and the
accounts of henry alline a methodist 51

these conversion accounts conform to the stages of conversion
standardized in the calvinist theology by learned puritan theologians

1 a recognition of ones inherently sinful and depraved nature
2 a prayer often in a solitary forest or field seeking forgiveness

of personal sins 3 a spiritual experience often described as
an actual or metaphorical vision of christ 4 a forgiveness of
sins resulting from christs atonement and 5 an experience of
intense love andor transformation of nature the accounts of elder
jacob knapp 1808 and elder benjamin putnam 1821 are typical of
early nineteenth century visions of god expressed in the ubiquitous
pattern
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elder knapp elder putnam

it appeared certain that I1 I1 felt myself sinking down intointo
should be eternally miserable despair I1 saw clearly the
justice seemed to demand it and righteousness of god in sending
I1 could see no possible way of me to the lowest hell at this
escape while I1 was confessing moment the earth seemed to open
my sins bemoaning my wretched beneath me and hell appeared to
and undone situation I1 be yawning at my reception I1

instantly had a view of the lord rose up quickly turned my eyes
jesus christ with his arms extended toward heaven and I1 thought I1 saw
in an inviting posture the jesus descending with his arms
great cause of my grief seemed to extended for my reception my soul
be gone and I1 could think nothing leaped within me all nature
that could sadden my heart smiled and everything animate
every object that I1 beheld seemed and inanimate praised god with a
to speak forth the praises of voice though unheard before too
jehovah indeed there seemed to be loud and too plain to misundermisander
an universal change stand my soul was wholly absorbed

in loving

it appears that joseph smith used the nineteenth century
conversion theology to describe his own experiences just as the classical
hebrew prophets used literary patterns significant to their culture to
express their experiences josephs 1832 account of the first vision
conforms to this pattern precisely emphasizing a vision of christ the
lord and referring to the atonement and forgiveness of his sins

from the age of twelve years to fifteen my mind became
exceedingly distressed for I1 became convicted of my sinssins I1 felt to
mourn for my own sins and for the sins of the world therefore I1
cried unto the lord for mercy and while in the attitude of calling
upon the lord in the l6th16thlath year of age a pillar of light above the
brightness of the sun at noondaynoon day came down from above and rested
upon me and I1 was filldfield with the spirit of god and the lord opened
the heavens upon me and I1 saw the lord and he spake unto me saying
joseph my son thy sins are forgiven thee my soul was filled with
love for many days 52

whilejosephwhile joseph smiths own vision is expressed in terms conforming
to the nineteenth century vision model lehisgehis vision is not none of the
nineteenth century conversion accounts are prefaced by a literary
prologue refer to a prior divine confrontation include a vision of the
descensusdescensus a prophetic commission qedussaQedussa or a narrative conclusion
as found in lehisgehis account some elements are superficially similar
for example the prayers in the nineteenth century accounts are
concerned with individual sins the prayers in I11 nephi and the
pseudepigrapha are concerned with the destruction of israel in the
sixth century BC the visions of god in nineteenth century literature
do not mention the council in heaven nor do they employ any uniquely
hebrew symbolism in relation to the council two nineteenth century
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accounts mention an ascension to the throne of god of some element
in the vision but not an ascension of the prophet himself 53 the
accounts of jacob young 185718571837 and orange scott 1829 mention a
book in heaven but this book is the book of life in which the names
of the elect are inscribed rather than a book telling of the world s

history in sum none of the nineteenth century accounts conform to
the throne theophany and commission pattern found in the ancient
works and 1 nephi 1

five nineteenth century accounts contain the formulaic language
found in 1 nephi 1 I thought I1 saw or methought I1 saw compare
alma 3622 54 this language may express the tentative language
common to hebraic descriptions of divine glory or may be a nineteenth
century mode of expression 55 it should be noted that the doctrines
expressed in lehisgehis account seem to be more archaic than those elsewhere
in the book of mormon lehi refers to the coming deliverer as the
messiah rather than the more specific christian terms of son of god
or christ 56 lehi refers to the redemption of the world rather than
to the more specific resurrection and refers to the throne of god
rather than the throne of god and the lamb

it may appear that any person who had read ezekiel could faithfully
reproduce the theophany commission pattern as it appears in I11 nephi
however a number of significant differences exist between the
two accounts which suggest that the similarity of 1 nephi to ezekiel
consists of dependence on a call gattung common to both rather
than the mere duplicating of ezekiel by a later author first lehisgehis
account in 1 nephi is singularly lacking in the babylonian symbolism
so prominent in ezekiels account while at the same time manifesting
a peculiarly hebrew symbolism in relation to the heavenly council
that is lacking in ezekiels account second the chariot motif that
dominates ezekiel s theophany is completely absent from lehisgehis
account third lehisgehis call pattern includes elements such as the
intercessory prayer ascension and bed motifs which do not appear in
ezekiel but are likely a development from old testament call forms
judged by their presence in the pseudepigrapha thus the similarity
between lehisgehis and ezekiels commission may be best explained in
terms of their common experience of a theophany which is expressed
in terms of a common literary pattern with minimal actual dependence
of the author of lehisgehis account on ezekiel

hence anyone who would argue that lehisgehis account originated
withjosephwith joseph smith in 1830 must be prepared to explain the following
details first the call form does not appear in nineteenth century
literature second the author of 1 nephi 1 was apparently aware
of the significance of the call narrative anciently as evidenced by
its placement at the beginning of the book third the author of
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1 nephi 1 evidentlyhadevidently had literary or oral access to an ancient call
pattern or gattung evidenced by the combination and comparison
of essential motifs formulaic language and the completeness of the
throne theophany and commission pattern fourth while the theophany
and commission pattern may be detected in part in the bible if a
scholarly synthesis is superimposed upon its texts it is by no means
obvious further it appears that the call form as it is presented in the
book of mormon evidences at least some awareness of the apocalyptic
expansion of that form as is evidenced by its presence in the later
pseudepigrapha if the scholars of joseph smiths own day were
ignorant of the call form what are the chances that he could have
detected the essential pattern isolated and deleted all babylonian
influences and included in his version elements that were present
only in the yet unknown pseudepigrapha

conclusion

first nephi fits better into its claimed historical matrix of
preexilicpreexilic israel than into a nineteenth century setting the form critical
method provides a critical control to explain why there are close parallels
between old testament call accounts the pseudepigrapha and
1 nephi 1 and the significance of such parallels the similarities
between the call form as represented in ezekiel and in 1 nephi 1

may indicate a similar time period of composition those elements
common to the pseudepigrapha and 1 nephi 1 may indicate an
awareness of a growing literary tradition that flourished in laterjudaismlaterjudaism
but which was originally dependent upon the hebraic prophetic
tradition the hebraic prophetic call form has been appropriated and
expanded in apocalyptic visions found in pseudepigraphic works

any study of the antiquity of the book of mormon is severely
hampered because its ancient source is unavailable hence forms that
are language dependent are not detectable in 1 nephi 1 with the
possible exceptions of the phrases theheavensthe heavens opened 1 ne 18
ezek 11 and in the year of the king 1 ne 14 ezek 12 found
in the literary prologue the possibility that the book of mormon
derives from an ancient source however must be considered in light
of some features better explained in terms of ancient israel than
nineteenth century america
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PARADIGM OF THE GENRE apocalypse

adapted frornjohnfromgrom johnpohn C collins introduction towards the morphology of a genre
semeia 14 1979 1 20 collins writes apocalypse may be defined as a genre of
revelatory literature with a narrative framework in which a revelation is mediated by
an otherworldly being to a human recipient disclosing a transcendent reality which
is both temporal insofar as it envisages eschatological salvation and spatial insofar
as it involves another supernatural world 9

manner ofrevelationof revelation

1 medium by which revelation is communicated

1.111ilii visual revelation may consist of

11.1111illili visions where the content of the revelation is seen or

11.2112 epiphaniosepiphanies where the appearance of the heavenly mediator is described or

11.3113 theophaniesTheoph anies where the appearance of god on his throne or chariot is described

1.21212 auditory revelation usually clarifies the visual epiphaniesepiphanios are always followed by auditory
revelation in the form of

12.1121 discourse uninterrupted speech by the mediator or

12.2122122 dialogue where there is conversation between the mediator and recipient andor
questions by the human recipient of the heavenly mediator

1.3131315 otherworldlyothenvorldlyjourneyjourney when the visionary travels through the heavens hell or remote
regions beyond the normally accessible world revelation in the course of a journey is
usually predominantly visual

1.41414 heavenly books when the revelation is contained at least inin part in a written
document usually a heavenly book

2.121 an otherworldly mediator communicates the revelation often the mediation consists
of interpreting a vision but it can also take the form of direct speech or simply of guiding
the recipient and directing his attention to the revelation the mediator is most often
an angel or in some christian texts christ

2.22222 divine encounter the initial encounter of the recipient with a divine being of fiery
glory prior to a theophany

3 the human recipient
3.1313151 pseudonymity the recipient is usually identified as a venerable figure from the past

A few christian apocalypses are not pseudonymous parts of the biblical texts remain
in question

3.2323252 intercesso7yintercessory prayer the prayer of the recipient on behalf of others which results in divine
disclosure and revelation

333.33555 disposition odtheoftheof teetheree recipient notes the circumstances and emotional state in which the
revelation is received

343.43454 the reaction odtheoftheof rhetherge recipient usually describes the overpowering awe andor perplexity
of the recipient confronted with the revelation

4 ascension the lifting aloft of the human recipient into a heavenly realm usually lifted
up by the winds or on wings of birds
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content temporal axis

5 Protology matters which deal with the beginning of history and prehistory

515.151yi cosmogony creation and origin of the world

525.252 primordial events events which have paradigmatic significance for the remainder of
history for example the sin of adam

6 history

6.16161gi recollection of past explicit recognition of past events or

6.26262 historical prologue usually a literary introduction indicating the year and place of the
revelation or

6.3636365 ex evenoueventu prophecy where past history is disguised as future and so associated with
the eschatological prophecies prophecy

7 eschatological crisis this may take the form of
7.17171 persecution of the recipient for preaching of his revelation andor
7.27272 other eschatological upheavals which disturb the order of nature or history

8 eschatologicaijudgmenteschatological judgment andor destruction this comes upon

8.18181 the wicked brought about by divine intervention

8.28282 the world that is the natural elements

8.3838385 otherworldly beings for example the forces of satan or belial or fallen angels or the
watchers

9 eschatological salvation may involve

9.19191gi cosmic transformation where the entire world is redeemed or renewed or

9.29292 resurrection in bodily form or

9.3939395 other forms of afterlifeofafterlife for example exaltation to heaven with angels or delivery to
an intermediate state of rest

content spatial axis

10 otherworldly elements

10.1101loi otherworldly regions are described especially in the otherworldly journeys but also
in lists of revealed things or in contexts of theophaniestheophanies in the heavenly temple

10.2102102 otherworldly beings angelic or demonic

concluding elements

11 prophetic call the recipients initial call to represent deity
11.1111lillii commission the call and response of the recipient to the heavenly council to go forth

and publish the divine will

11.2112112 instructions to recipient tell the recipient to either publish his revelation or conceal
it also to inform him of his field of labor

12 rejection the refusal of the people to heed the prophet s message

13 narrative conclusion this may describe the awakening or return to earth of the
recipient the departure of the revealer or the consequent actions of the recipient



APPENDIX 2

apocalyptic works 250 BCE 250 CE

jewish caiChicazchristianistian continued rabbinic

daniel sibylline oracles hekalot rabbatirabbani
I1 enoch 1 36 6 ezra merkabamerhaba rabba
animal apocalypse apocalypse of elijah sefer hekalot 3 enoch
apocalypse of weeks apocalypse of thomas apocalypse of elijah hebrew
similitudes of enoch testament of adam chronicles of jerahmeel
4 ezra didache 16 revelation ofofjoshuajoshua ben levi
2 baruch syriac ascension of moses
3 baruch greek gnostic visions of ezekiel
apocalypse of abraham hekalot zuttartiZuttarti
heavenly luminaries apocalypse of adam shiurshaur qomaaoma
2 enoch the allogenesAllogenes CG XI 3 maasehmaasch merkabamerhaba
testament of levi melchizedek CG IX 1 tractate hekalot
testament of abraham sophia ofjesusofjesus christ CG 111IIIililii tosephtatosepta to the targum of
apocalypse of zephaniah 4 BG 8502 ezekiel I11

apocryphon ofjohnofjohn CG 11II 1 sefer harazimha razim
caiChicazchristianistian III111 1 IV 1 BG 8502 assumption of moses

gospel of mary BG 8502 revelation of moses
jacobs ladder hypostasis of the archonsarchois CG
revelation 11II 4 classical
apocalypse of peter first apocalypse ofjamesofjames CG
shepherd of hermas VV 3 the poimandresmandresPoi
apocalypse of elchasaiElchasai apocalypse of peter CG VII 3 menidesparmenidespalmenidesPar
apocalypse of st john letter of peter to philip CG plato republic 6l4b614b 621b

theologian VIII 2 heraclides ponticusponticasPonticus
testament of the lord hypsiphrone CG XI 4 cicero somniumsomniurn scipionisScip ionis
5 ezra pistis sophia seneca ad marciammarcham de
testament of isaac paraphrase ofofshemshern CG VII 1 consolationeconsolazioneConsolatione
testament ofjacob zostrianos CG VIII 1 plutarch de genio socratis
questions of bartholomew apocalypse of paul CG V 2 plutarch de sera numinisnuminism

book of resurrection ofjesus thomas the contender CG 11II vindictavindicta
christ by bartholomew the 7 lucian icaromenippus
apostle 8bab l4b14blab 17b lgb dialogue of the savior CGCGIIIIII111liilil homer odyssey XI

ascension of isaiah 5 virgil aeneid VI
apocalypse of paul I1 book ofofjeujeu lucian nekyomanteia and
apocalypse of ezra 11II book ofofjeujeu kataplousKataplous
apocalypse of the virgin the thunder perfect mind euhemerusEuhemerus hiera anagrapheAnagraphe
apocalypse of zosimus CG VI 2 plato axiochusAxiochus
apocalypse of holy mother of trimorphic protennoia CG plutarch de facie in orbe

god XIII 1 lunae
concerning the punishments second treatise of the great the demotic chronicle
apocalypse ofofjarnesjamesJarnes brother seth CG VII 2 the lamb to bocchorisBocchoris

of jesus concept of our great power the asclepius apocalypse
mysteries of st john the CG VI 4 asclepius 1 41

apostle and the holy apocryphon ofjamesofjames CG 1I 2 the kore kosmoukosmoc
virgin three steles of seth CG VII 5 orpheus hieroihierom logoi

apocalypse of sedrach acts of peter and 12 apostles lycophronLycophron alexandra
mark 13 CG VI 1

for codices labeled CG and EGBG see james M robinson ed the nag hammadahammadi libralibraryY
san francisco harper and row 1981 v xv

this appendix was adapted from the index in semeia 14 1979 219 21 this issue of semeia
includes discussions and bibliographies of these and other apocalyptic works
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jewish apocalypses
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111iliiii visions x I1 x x x x X X x x x x x x x x x 94.9494
112 epiphaniesepiphanios x x I1 x X x x x x 47 1

113 theophaniesTheoph anies x x I1 X x x X X x x I1 x ajxjx 65 1

121 discourse x x x xax1x Lx 29
122 dialoguequestioningDialogue Questioning x x x x x x x x x x I1 x 65ga65.6565
131 3 otherworldly journey LLx I1x Lx x Lx Lx 35
141 4 heavenly books x x x x x

x
x x x x 57

21 otherworldly mediator x x x x x x x x
F

x x x x x L L X 100loo
222 2 divine encounter x x x x x x x x 47
313 1 pseudonymity x x x x x x x x x x x x x 7766
323 2 intercessory prayer x x x j X x x I1 x I1 I1 x I1 x 1 57
333 3 disposition of recipient x x x x x x I1 x x I1 x x x 65
34 reaction of recipient x x x x x x x x Lx Lx x x x 76
4 ascension x x x x x x x x 471temporal axis
5.151515 1 cosmogony x x x 17
525 2 primordial events x x x x x x 35
616 1 recollection of past x I1 x x x 24
626 2 historical prologue x x x X x x x x I1 x 57
63 ex eventuevenou prophecy x x j X I1 x I1 x x x I1 xix x ixx x x 71
717 1 persecution x x I1 x I1 x I1 I1 I1 x x I1 XIx ixx x x 59
7.272727 2 eschatological upheaval x x I1 x x x I1 XIx x ixx x x 75599

judgemntdestructionjudgementdestruction
818 1 of wicked x x X x x x x x x X x x x x x x x 100
828 2 of world x x x x 24
8.383838 3 of heavenly beings x x x x x x x x x 57
919 1 cosmictransformationcosmic transformation X x x x x x x X x X x x 71
921 resurrection x x x X x

29
.292929

922722 other types of afterlife I1 I1 x xjajX x x x I1 x x x x X x x 71

spatial axis I1 I1

10110.1lol10iolloi 1 otherworldly regions x x I1 x x I1 x x x x x x x x x x x 88
102 otherworldly beings x x I1 x x I1 x x x x L x x L x x x x x 100loo

concluding elements

111 commission x x X x x x x x x 57
112 instruction to recipient x x x x I1 x x x x x x Lx 65
12 rejection x x x x A x Lx Lx x 7.47474 477
13 narrative conclusion x I1 x x I1 x I1 x x x x x x x 65

percentage of total 14545 588f4545f7373 45145 52152 70170 8551 45 79 73 270 ii73 36 36 61 79

adapted fromjohnjhromfrombrom johnj collins thejewishapocalypthejewish apocalypses Ssisemeiai 14 1979281979 28
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NOTESNMSnas
hugh nibley to open the last dispensation inin nibley on the timely and the timeless ed

truman G madsen provo religiousRehgiouslous studies center brigham young university 1978 4
mormannorman habel the form and significance of the call narratives zeitschnftzeitschriftftr hurfur die aittestamendichealttestamentliche

wissenschaftWissenschaft 77 december 1965 323 the goal oftheodtheof the prophetic formulation odtheoftheof the call inin this gattung isis to
announce publicly that yahweh commissioned the prophet inin question as his representative the german
school offormefformof hormformborm criticismcriticism has produced a number of studies defining literary genre and patterns associated with
prophetic calls see especially walther ZimmerzimmerhzimmerljzimmerlaZimm erhlj formundform und traditionsgeschichtetradiuonsgeschichte der prophetischenprophet ischen
berufungserzahlungen inin ezechiel 2 vols neukirchen neukirchenerNeukirchener verlag 1955 114 25 1I will refer

to the now available english translation of this work ezekiel trans ronald clements 2 vols philadelphia
fortress press 1979 all notes are from the first volume of this work see also georg fohrer die gattung
der Beberichtebenchtegerichterichte uber symbolischesymbolische handlungenHandlungen der prophetenpropheterProphe ten zeitschriftflirzeitschnft aurfur die a1ttestamendichealttestamenthche wissenschaftWissenschaft
64 no 1 1952 101 20 die hauptprobleme des buches ezechiel betheftebeibeftebezBet keateheftepeate zur zeitschnftzeitschiift azirfurturtuf die
a1ttestamendichealttestamentliche wissenschaftWissenschaft 72 1967 65 80 ernst kutsch gideons berufungBerufung und altarbaujdc 6611gilgli11 24

theologischeTheologische literaturzeitung 2 february 1956 75 83 hans walter wolff erkenntnis gottes imim alten
testament hauptprobleme alttcstamendicheralttestamendichcr Propheprophetictietle evangelischeEvange lische theologiatheologieThe ologie 15 1955 446 68
friedrich horst die visionsschilderungen der aittestamentlichenalttestamentlichen prophetenpropheterProphe ten evangelischeEvange lische theologiatheologieThe ologie 20
19607960 193195 205 wolfgang richter die sogenannten vorprophetifchenvorprophetischen berufungsbenchteberufungsberichte gomngeng6ttingenGom ngen

vandenhoeck and ruprecht 1970 J kenneth kuntz the selfrevelationseafself revelation ofgodphiladelphiaogwphiladelphia fortress press

1967 45 168 form criticismcriticism isis the isolation analysis and interpretation of oral or literary forms underlying
writtenwritten texts form criticismcriticism isis based on the assumption that the structure and language ofwrittenwritten texts often
reflect ritual and literary patterns hence form critical investigation attempts to discover the original oral
ritual and literary sources underlying the writtenwritten narrativenarrative by reconstructing the pattern common to the sources
because literary genre inevitably reflects the sociosocio cultural and historic origins of the work inin question form
criticismcriticism isis a useful tool inin determining the place time and purpose of composition of a work see generally
john H hayes old testament form criticism san antonio tex trinity university press 1974

edward T jones A comparative study of ascension motifs inin world religions inin deity and death
ed spencer J palmer provo religious studies center brigham youngyaungmaungmyungmoung university 1978 81 see also
francis T fallonfallen the enthronement of sabaoth jewish elements inin gnostic creation myths inin nag
hammadahammadi studies 10 leiden E J brill 1978 38 67

41vanvan engnell the call of1saiahof isaiah uppsalaUppsala A B ludequistska 1949 30 33 the interpreters bible
new morkkirkyork abingdon press 1956 52045 204 7 7467 46 47 aubrey R johnson sacralkingshipsacral kingship inin ancient1sraelancient israel
cardiff university of wales press 1967 64

zimmerlzimmerhZimm erh ezekiell16Ezekiellezekiel 11616 21 habel significance oftheodtheof theohe call narratives 297 309 matthew black the
throne theophany prophetic commission and the son of man moewsmjewsin jews greeks and christians religious cultures
inin late antiquity ed robert hammenonharnmertonHamHarnmenonmerton kelly and robert scroggs leiden EJ brill 1976 57 73 it should
be noted that blacks purpose isis not to delineate the prophetic call form but to date the son of man doctrine

klaus baltzer considerations regarding the office and calling of the prophet harvard theological
review 61 october 1968 568

71bidbid 568 see also habel significance of the call narratives 297
bahbaltzerbaitzerBakzer office and calling of the prophet 568
sgerhard9gerhardsGerhard von rad the message odtheof nhethe prophets new york harper and row 1967 33 34

black the son of man 58ff see also zimmerliZimmerh ezekiel 197 110

black the son of man 59
von rad message odtheoftheof rhethe prophets 43

13 13benjaminbenjamin jerome hubbard the matthaeanmattheanMatthean redaction of a primitive apostolic commissioning an
exegesis ofofmatthewmatthew 2816 20 missoula mont society of biblical literature and scholars press 1974

25 67 the auditory form of prophetic call isis also found at gen 112811 28 30 12112 l aa4a 15115 1 6 17117 1 14 241 9

2623262526 23 25 2810 22 35955935 9 15 4137415741 5745374537 45 46146 1 5aaa ex 31 416 626 2 13 717 1 6 num 222222 22 35 deutbeut 3114 31

josh 111111 11 judg 444 4 10 611gligil6 11 24 1 sam 313 141 441ala I1 kgsggs 191igi19 1 iga isa 491 6 1 chr 22122 1 16 ezra 11 5

14johnjohnjJ collins toward the morphology of a genre semelasemeiasemels 14 1979 9 until recently the genre
apocalypse was thought to be a rather late development coming well after the babylonian captivity in recent
years however the genre isis recognized to have developed from and concurrently with the prophetic tradition
see paul D hanson jewish apocalyptic against its near eastern background revue bibliqueBib lique 78 january
1971 31 58 frank moore cross canaanite myth and hebrew epic cambridge harvard university press

1973326197352619731975 326526 46
15the old testament preudepigraphapseudepigrapha ed james H charlesworthCharlesw onh 2 vols garden city NY doubleday

1983 142 translations of pseudepigraphic texts will be from this work unless otherwise indicated
gershon G scholem major trends inin unjewishjewishinjewish mysticism 3dad ed rev new york schocken books 1961

46 184 david suter tradition and composition inin the parables ofofenlochofenochenoch missoula mont scholars press

1979 16 ephraim isaac i1 ethiopic apocalypse of enoch second century BC first century AD
inin charlesworth the old testament pseudepigrapha 161 6 7

james rendel harris odes and psalms ofsolomonof solomon cambridge cambridge university press 1909

the poet of the odes like the singer of the thanksgiving hymns at qumranquaran isis caught up to gods presence
and joins the heavenly choir inin praising god



the throne taethetaftheophanyop banyhanyadny 9593

zimmerli ezekiel 1101
hosea 11 joel 11 micah 11 zeph 11 jerjet 11 44
zimmerli ezekiel 1100iaoleoieo 101loiloliol
shabelhabel2habel significance of the call narrative 310

22ZiMMerliZimmerh ezekiel 1113
231nin the apocalypse of abraham abrahams visionvistonvision isis stimulated by a liturgical prayer offered over

a sacrifice chap 9ff9ftaff in 1 enoch enoch says 1 I wrote down your prayers so itit appeared inin visionvision for
your prayers will not be heard throughout all the days of eternity and your petitions on their behalf
will not be heard neither will those on your own behalf which you offer weeping and praying

1 enoch 14414 4 7 the greek apocalypse of ezra also begins with a prayer to which an angel answers
it came to pass inin the thirtieth year on the twenty second of the month I1 was inin my house and I1 cried out

saying to the most high lord grant me glory so that I1 may see your mysteries when night fell the angel
michael the archangel came 11 3 louis F hartman and alexander dilella see a liturgical background
to prayers used inin the book of daniel and the pseudepigrapha the book ofdanielof darweldarnelDaniel anchor bible series
new york doubleday 1978 248

in 2 enoch the heavenly messengers are described as follows their faces were like the shining sun
their eyes were like burning lamps from their mouths fire was coming forth their clothing was variousvarious
singing their wings were more glisteringblisteringglistering than gold their hands were whiter than snow 2 enoch 151 5

recensionrecension J compare I11 enoch 14914 9 12 the apocalypse of abraham describes the mediating angel laoel
the appearance of his body was like sapphire and the look of his countenance like chrysolite and hair of

his head like snow and the turban upon his head like the appearance of a rainbow and clothing of his garments
like purple see pt 2 of chap 10 of george herbert box the apocalypse ofabrahamof abraham london society
for promotion of christian knowledge 1919

151nin the ascension of isaiah isaiah seats himself upon a couch inin the palace and while he was speaking
with the holy spirit he became silent and his mind was taken up from him and he did not see the
men who were standing before him 62ff6 2tf in 2 enoch enoch reports and I1 lay on my bed sleeping
and while I1 slept a great distress entered my heart and I1 was weeping with my eyes inin a dream and I1

could not figure out what this distress might be nor what might be happening to me 121 2 3 recensionjrecension J
in the testament ofoflevilevi after levis prayer then sleep fell upon me and I1 beheld an high mountain
and I1 was on itit and behold the heavens were opened and an angel of the lord spoke to me levi levi
enter 151 5 6 compare I11 nephi 111 As I1 sat pondering inin minemine heart I1 was caught away inin the spirit
of the lord yea intointo an exceedingly high mountainmountain which I1 never had before seen and upon which I1 never had
before set my foot and the spirit said unto me behold what desirestdesirest thou see also ether 363 6 8 von rad
notes however that this psychological effect of the visionvision isis not unique to the call account because itit isis also
found inin secondary visionsvisions not involving a prophetic commissioncommission see von rad message odtheoftheof rhethe prophets 40

secsee ascension of isaiah 61 3 the bed or couch motif isis not found inin the context of call accounts inin
the old testament but such a bed supporting the visionary recipient may be found inin dan 2282 28 29 454 5 15

71 1 sam 3

david syme russell the methodandmessagemethod and message ofofjewishjewish apocalyptic philadelphia westminster press

19641651964 165 66
and itit came about when I1 had spoken to my sons those men called me and they took me up onto

their wings and carried me up to the first heaven 1 enoch 313 1 recensionrecension J
the79the raising onto a different dimension ofexperienceofexperience was thought to be quite literal by the pseudepigraphic

authors for ancientancient jews there was a plurality of heavens god dwelt inin the highest for many there were
seven heavens derived from babylonian cosmology the belief inin seven heavens isis found inin late 1 enoch
2 enoch apocalypse of abraham testament of levi text B and the talmudic treatisetreatise chagigahChagigah 12b

the emphasis on a plurality of heavens isis also found inin the old testament beutdeut 1014 1 kgsggs 8278 27
Ps 1484148 4 the emphasis inin early I11 enoch the testament of levi and early christian sources however was
upon three heavens see marius dejonge the testament odtheoftheof rhethe twelve patriarchs assen netherlands apnpN p
1953 46 andrew T lincoln paul the visionary new testament studies 25 1979 212 18

hanson jewish apocalyptic 31 58 julian morgenstern the gates of righteousness hebrew
union college annualsannual6annual6 1929 samuel henry hooke the origins ofearlyof early semitic ritual london british
academy 1938 frederickjamesfrederickjlmesjames hollisholhsholas the sun cult and the temple at atjerusalemjerusalem inin myth andritualanyand ritual
ed samuel henry hooke london oxford university press 1933 aubrey R johnson hebrew conception
of Kingship smythvmythin byramyth ritualandkingshipritual zedandzev kingship london oxford university press 1958 228ff ferdinand delingerdexmgerdexingerDex ingermger
stunzstunsturzstemstam der gottersohneg5ttersdhneGotter sohne oder engel vor der sihtSintsihrsintflutsintflut7flut vienna verlag herder 1966 33 60 E theodore mullen
the assembly of the gods harvard semitic monograph chico calif scholars press 1980

31hH wheeler robinson the council of yahwehjournalyahweh journal of theological studies 45 1944 151 57
frank moore cross the council of yahweh inm second isaiah the heavenly council inin isaiah x113XL 1321732113 21

london cambridge university press 1971 49 53 hugh nibley the expanding gospel inm nibley on the
timely and the timeless 22 4411 the statement that the heavens opened isis found only inm ezekiel 11 inin the
old testament but occurs many timestimes inm 1 nephi and elsewhere inm the book of mormon see 1 ne 18
1114 27 30 12612 6 hel 5485 48 3 ne 172417 24 2813 this phraseology exerted a great influence inin the
pseudepigraphic genre evidenced inin the syriac apocalypse ofofbaruchbaruch 22122 1 testament of levi 26 51 18618 6

testament ofjudah 24224 2 3 maccabees 6186 18
3 russell message and method 168
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33mullen assembly odtheof the gods 156 68 274 78 the visionvision of god on his throne attended by the
heavenly council isis found inin 1 enoch no less than five timestimes 1418 22 471 3 enoch saw him the
antecedent of time while he was sitting upon the throne of his glory and the books of the living ones were
open before him and all his power inin heaven above and his escorts stood before him 601 3 71571 5 14

902090 20 37 10231021025 3 the scene inin the ascension of isaiah 113211 32 33 of christ on the right hand and the holy
spirit on the left hand of the father demonstrates a well developed tritheismtri theism wherein the son was subordinate
to the father and the spirit to the son see robert henry charles the ascension of1saiahof isaiah london adam
and black 1900 p 1 1I1 saw him sitsit down on the right hand of that great glory whose glory I1 told you
that I1 could not behold and also the angel of the holy spirit I1 saw sitting on his left

34 34crosscross canaanite myth 274 n 1 compare mullen assembly odtheoftheof taethe gods 195 97 217 19
35 compare35compare hugh nibley since cumorah salt lake city deseret book co 1973 172 73 and then

the lord will raiseraise up a new priest to whom all the words of the lord will be revealed he shall effect the
judgment of truth over the earth for many days and his star shall riserise inin heaven like a king kindling the
light of knowledge as day isis illumined by the sun and he shall be extolled by the whole inhabited world
testament ofoflevilevi 18218 2 3 the stars shone inin their watches and were glad they shone with gladness

for him who made them baruch 3545543343 34
georg36georg widengrenwidergrenWidengren the ascension ofodraefhethe apostle and the heavenly book 7 uppsalaUpp sala acta universitatisumversitatisUniversitatis

upsaliensisupsahensis 1950 22 39 russell message andmethodundand method 108 the apocalyptic writerswriters indicate that these
divine revelations disclosed inin direct visionsvisions by angelic mediation or the heavenly tables were writtenwritten down
by ancientancient seers and preserved inin their sacred books like the heavenly tablets themselves the books revealed
not only what had been but also what would be and related the whole purpose of god for the universeuniverse from
creationcreatloncreationcreatlon to the end time they had been hidden away for many generations and handed down inin a long line
of secret tradition faithfully preserved until the last days these books are now being revealed to the faithful
people of god

371bidibid 7

31inin jubileesJubilees 322132 21 22 from bethel jacob saw inin a visionvision of the night and behold an angel was
descending from heaven and there were seven tablets inin his hands and he gave them to jacob and he
read them and he knew everything which was written inin them which would happen to him and to his sons
during all the ages ezra dictated many books concerning the earths past and future at the behest of an
angel 4 ezra 14 levi read tables which told what would befall israel testament of levi 545 4

39holy39 holy holy holy isis the lord of hosts the whole earth isis full of his glory isa 636 3 then the spirit
took me up and I1 heard behind me a voicevolcevoicevolce of a great rushing saying blessed be the glory of the lord from
his place ezek 312 see simeon singer the authoyiseddadyauthorizedauthorised daily prayer book london eyre and spottiswoode
1929 39 and suter tradition and composition 18 19

40mullen assembly odtheoftheof rhethe gods 209 26
OChchapterochapterapter 39 of the similitudes isis a commentary on enochs throne vision and commissioncommission inin 1 enoch 14 16

the qedirssaqedussa inin 1 enoch 39 has sixsix elements inin common with 1 ne 114 1 the pause inin 1 enoch 3910a39 loaioa
and I1 gazed at that place under his wings and I1 blessed and praised isis nearly identical to nephis

pause and itit came to pass that when my father had read and seen many great and marvelousmarvciousclouselous things he
did exclaim many things unto the lord 2 the praise of the might and attributes of god inin I11 enoch 3911
corresponds with the praise of gods power and goodness inin I11 ne 114 3 enochs ecstaticecstatic utterances at
seeing gods abode inin the high heavens inin 1 enoch 39339593595 3 8 are similar to gehislehis exclamation of praise to god
immediately subsequent to seeing his throne high inin the heavens 4 the seers praise god inin both 1 enoch
3911 and 1 ne 114 5 gods sovereignty over the whole earth isis recognized inin both 1 enoch 3912591239 12 holy
holy holy lord of the spirits the spirits fill the earth dependent on isa 636 3 and 1 ne 114 great and
marvelous are thy works 0 lord god almighty and thy power and goodness and mercy are over all
the inhabitants of the earth and 6 the angels of the council inin heaven sing continual praises to god inin
both I11 enoch 3913 14 and I11 ne 18181414 sutersurer believes the similitudes date from the firstfastdast century BC tradition
and composition 29

41 habel41habel significance of the call narratives 308 9 according to zimmerliZimmerhere from the words of the
canonical prophets itit becomes increasingly clear that the fact of being sent out by god forms the basic
authorization of the prophet neither the mastery of the manticmanuc technique nor the possession of a particular
psychic disposition distinguishes a man as a prophet but only the fact of being sent by yahweh thus the
word sras 1I1 h appears at the decisive point inin the call narrativesnarratives isa 686 8 jer 171 7 it isis therefore entirely
to the point that the first divine word to ezekiel should containcontain the statement of sending ezekiel 11311322

43 mullen assembly odtheof nhethenge gods 216
enoch44enoch isis commissioned to teach his sons the contents of the heavenly books and now enoch I1 am

giving you a waiting period of 30 days to set your house inin order and to instructinstruct your sons and all the members
of your household about everything from me personally so that they may obey what isis said to them by you
and they will read and understand that there isis no other god apart from myself so that they may carry
out all your instructionsinstructions and study the books inin your handwriting accurately and attentively 2 enoch 36136 1

recensionrecension J levi isis commissioned to teach his sons of the heavenly journey therefore counsel and
understanding have been given to you so that you might give understanding to your sons concerning this
testament of levi 454 5 abraham isis commissioned to teach his posterity of the visionvision see abraham what

you have seen hear what you have heard know what you have known go to your inheritance and behold
I1 am with you forever apocalypse of ofabrahamabraham 292129 21 isaiah and habakkuk also receivereceive a commissioncommission to writewrite



the throne theophany 95

their visionsvisions so that others might read of their experiences isa 81 hab 222 2 however inin some of the
apocalypses the book isis to be sealed up and not opened until the end of timetime assumption of moses 1011loiiioli10 11

hubbard matthaeanmattheanMatthean redaction 63 64

46vonmonvon rad message of the prophets 44
47zimmerli ezekiel 1106
41marvin S hill shaping the mormon mind inin new england and new myrkyorkmork bighambnghambligham young

university studies 9 spring 1969 335151 73 timothy L smith the book of mormon inin a biblical culture
journal ofmormonof mormon history 7 1980 3 22

49seesee generally george A starr defoe and Spiritspiritualualmal autobiography princeton NJ princeton
university press 1965 edmund S morgan visible saints the history ofaodaof a puritan idea newnewyoikmorkyork cornell
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forbidden glass

A young woman peers into the glass case
at the wooden coffin lid of isis
the exhibit catalog says isis is
wife of kha bekhnet son of sen nedjemnedeem
there are painted lines for the folds of her gown
two round knobs in the lobes of her ear
her painted hands clasp a cluster

of swirled green lines and bell shapes
enhanced of course by the gowns whiteness

the carefully groomedguidegroomed guidegulde requests
that the visitors should please not touch
the glass of the display cases

the young woman passes on to see the golden geese
whose backs are set with lapis lazuli

they turn their necks to gaze behind them
carved in the bottom of a blue bowl a fish swims
A girl walks lightly among the lilies of the nile
folds in her linen gown round over her breasts and thighs
she wears two gold pieces in her ears
and inin her hands she carries hollyhocks
to die so young like a yearling goose

slaughtered on the temple altars of ra
to live as a swan bending itsits neck among the lilies

the young woman returns to see isis
she leans near placing a hand on the glass

cara bullinger

cara bullinger isis an editor for novell inin provo utah



the narrative call pattern
in the prophetic commission of enoch

moses 6

stephen D ricks

introduction

in his luminous examination of the book of ezekiel walther
zimmerli distinguishes between two types of prophetic call in the
bible the narrative type which includes a dialogue with god
or other divine interlocutor and the throne theophany type
which introduces the prophetic commission with a vision of the
heavenly throne ofofgodgodi1 blake ostler in his study on the throne
theophany and prophetic commission in 1 nephi 2hasahas2 has demonstrated
in detail the presence of the throne theophany type of prophetic
call in the bible the apocrypha the pseudepigrapha and the book
of mormon

there is a similarly striking example of a narrative type
call in the prophetic commission of enoch in moses 623 36
this study considers the elements of the narrative call pattern
those elements of this form found in the prophetic commission
of enoch are examined and compared with the biblical narrative call
passages

among the first to isolate and examine in detail the elements
in the narrative call pattern in the bible was norman habel in a
1965 article he distinguished six characteristic features of the pattern
1 the divine confrontation 2 the introductory word 3 the

commission 4 the objection 5 the reassurance and 6 the sign 3

habel sees this pattern embracing the prophetic commissions of the
throne theophany type for example isa 61 13 ezek 11 311 as well
as the narrative variety ex 31 12 moses judg 611 27 gideon
andandjerandeerjer 14 10 jeremiah the jeremiah passage provides a typical
example of the pattern

stephen D ricks is an associate professor of hebrew and semitic langaugeslangauges at brigham mungdungaungmoung&ungyoung university
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1 divine confrontation v 4 then the word of the lord came unto
me saying

2 introductory word v aa5a5 a before I1 formed thee in the belly I1 knew
thee and before thou camestearnestearmest forth out
of the womb I1 sanctified thee and

3 commission v 5bab I1 ordained thee a prophet unto the nations

4 objection v 6 then said I1 ah lord god behold I1

cannot speak for I1 am a child

5 reassurance vv 7 8 but the lord said unto me say not I1

am a child for thou shalt go to all that
I1 shall send thee and whatsoever I1

command thee thou shalt speak

be not afraid of their faces for I1 am with
thee to deliver thee saith the lord

6 sign vv 9 10 then the lord put forth his hand and
touched my mouth and the lord said
unto me behold I1 have put my words
into thy mouth
see I1 have this day set thee over the
nations and over the kingdoms to root
out and to pull down and to destroy and
to throw down to build and to plant 4

since ostler s study so ably discusses the throne theophany
type of the prophetic call pattern this discussion is restricted to an
examination and comparison of the prophetic commission passages inin
exodus judges jeremiah and the book of moses

ELEMENTS OF THE NARRATIVE CALL PATTERNPAMRN

the divine confrontation

in both the moses and gideon prophetic call narratives there is
an unexpected confrontation with the divine moses was tending the
flocks of his father in lawjethrolawjethro when the angel of the lord appeared
unto him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush and moses
said I1 will now turn aside and see this great sight why the bush is

not burnt ex 31 3 similarly gideon was surreptitiously threshing
wheat when the angel of the lord appeared unto him judg 611 12

there is a like element of surprise in the enoch pericope there enoch
is on a journey whose exact nature and purpose are not further
indicated when the spirit of god descended out of heaven and
abode upon him moses 626

in the exodus and judges passages there appears to be an
alternation between the divine spokesmen in the exodus section the
divine agent is first identified as the angel of the lord ex 32
however later in the passage the being with whom moses converses
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is identified as the lord ex 34 7 in exodus 36 moses divine
interlocutor says 1 I am the god of thy father the god of abraham
the god of isaac and the god of jacob whereafter moses hid
his face for he was afraid to look upon god in the judges call
passage the divine being is again identified as the angel of the
lord judg 612 but is later referred to in the narrative alternately
as the lord judguudguudo 614 16 23 and the angel of the lord
judg 620 21 22 it is of course possible and perhaps likely that

in each of these cases both the lord and an angel of the lord were
present and spoke in the case of enoch the spirit of god rests
upon him after which the lord addresses him moses 626266 2277 3322 3355

the introductory worfword

the function of the introductory word in the call narratives is as
norman habel explains not merely to arouse the attention of
the prophet but to spell out the specific basis or grounds grund for
the commission 5 in the calls of moses gideon and enoch the reasons
for their vocation as prophet are explained in the exodus pericope after
moses divine interlocutor identifies himself as the god of abraham
the god of isaac and the god ofjacobiacob ex 36 he continues 1 I have
surely seen the affliction of my people which are in egypt and have
heard their cry by reason of their taskmasterstaskmasters I1 have also seen the
oppression wherewith the egyptians oppress them ex 37 9 theref-
ore he has come down to deliver them from the egyptians and to lead
them out of egypt to a land flowing with milk and honey ex 38
in contrast in the passage containing gideons call it is gideon who
describes the current crisis but now the lord hath forsaken us and
delivered us into the hands of the midianitesMidianites judg 613 similarly
it is the wickedness and unbelief of the people which provide the
grounds for enoch s call and for these many generations ever since
the day that I1 created them have they gone astray and have denied
me and have sought their own counsels in the dark moses 628

the introductory word section of the jeremiah call passage is
slightly different whereas the moses gideon and enoch passages each
provide an insight into the historical situation that necessitated their
calls to be prophets gods premortal knowledge and foreordination
of jeremiah formed the basis of his commission to act as gods
spokesman before 1I formed thee in the belly I1 knew thee and before
thou camestearnestearmest forth out of the womb I1 sanctified thee jeroer 1155

the commission

in the moses gideon and jeremiah passages following the
recitation of the grounds for their prophetic vocation the call itself
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is made thus in moses call god tells him come now therefore
and I1 will send thee unto pharaoh that thou mayest bring forth my
people the children of israel out of egypt ex 310 compare
judg 614 jer 15bl5blab the enoch pericope differs from the biblical
passages only in that the call is stated before the introductory word
which is introduced by the causal conjunction for and he heard
a voice from heaven saying enoch my son prophesy unto this people
and say unto them repent for thus saith the lord I1 am angry with
this people moses 627

the objection

in each of the call passages the prophet protests hihiss inability to
fulfill his prophetic commission moses possibly with an eye to the
slaying which had initially caused him to flee from egypt objects to
his call by saying who am 1I that I1 should go unto pharaoh and
that I1 should bring forth the children of israel out of egypt
ex 311 indeed moses protest against his commission is not

exhausted by a single outburst but is followed by four more which
with their concomitant words of reassurance and giving of a sign
constitute the balance of exodus 3 and most of exodus 4 gideon replies
to his task of saving israel from the handhana of the midianitesMidianites
judg 614 with the protest oh my lord wherewith shall I1 save israel

behold my family is poor in manasseh and I1 am the least in my father s

house judg 615 both jeremiah and enoch cite youth and lack of
speaking ability as reasons for refusing their prophetic calls in like
manner moses complains of a want of eloquence in ex 410 enoch
further insists that all the people hate me moses 631 jer 16

the reassurance

in response to their protestations of inexperience and incapacity
god assures his chosen vessels of aid sufficient to fulfill their commiscommis-
sion in reply to moses objection god replies simply certainly I1

will be with thee ex 312a similarly the lord tells gideon
surely I1 will be with thee and thou shalt smite the midianitesMidianites as

one man judg 616 both moses and gideon had misunderstood
their calls assuming that they would be required to stand alone against
the power of pharaoh or the might of the midianitesMidianites god s reassurance
places in sharper focus the nature of their prophetic commission they
are to act as gods agents and spokesmen but they could expect and
would receive his constant companionship and aid

the divine reassurance to jeremiah and enoch represents an
explicit response to their objections jeremiah had objected that he
was a child jer 16 and could not speak to which god replies
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say not I1 am a child for thou shalt go to all that I1 shall send thee
and whatsoever I1 command thee thou shalt speak be not afraid of
their faces for I1 am with thee to deliver thee saith the lord
jer 17 8 enoch had similarly protested his youth his want of
glibness and the contempt in which he was held gods response
contains both command and reassurance go forth and do as I1 have
commanded thee and no man shall pierce thee open thy mouth
and it shall be filled and I1 will give thee utterance moses 632
if before enoch had been weak in speaking gods gift would make
that weakness a strength unequalledunequalled in other men behold my spirit
is upon you wherefore all thy words will I1 justify and the mountains
shall flee before you and the rivers shall turn from their course
moses 634

the sign

to betoken and guarantee the prophetic commission god gives
the prophet a sign usually of a miraculous nature gideon is the only
one among the prophets under discussion who explicitly requests and
receives a sign and he said unto him if now I1 have found grace in
thy sight then shew me a sign that thou talkesttallest with me judg 617
whereupon he is provided a sign the sign given moses following his
first objection was the promise that he and the children of israel would

serve god upon this mountain ex 312b following his third
objection ex 41 his hand is made leprous and then healed again
after his final protest moses is given a rod wherewith thou shalt do
signs ex 417 god touches jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs mouth previously the source
of embarrassment and shame and says behold I1 have put my words
in thy mouth jer 19 following gods reassurance to enoch god
tells him to anoint his eyes with clay and wash them moses 635
thereafter he beheld the spirits that god had created and he beheld
also things which were not visible to the natural eye moses 636

conclusion
the report of the prophetic vocation of enoch in the book of

moses accords with impressive consistency with the call narratives in
the bible all of the elements of the prophetic call pattern isolated
and examined by habel in the calls of moses gideon and jeremiah
are also found in the enoch passage with one minor exception the
order of the elements in the vocation of enoch is the same as in the
call accounts recorded in the bible this additional authenticating
detail places enoch more securely in the tradition of the prophets and
the book of moses more firmly in the form and tradition of the
prophetic literature
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ode to isis

follow the body to byblosbyblis and to lotus
shores where isis your imprisoned lord
lies lean in his casket his floating
soul wails weary for its shard

all nile waits birthless for the nexus
seth with famine fingers strangles
the land come goddess with ankh
in hand with immortality mingled

be bearer of seed to egyptsegypto gaunt
daughters restoring the scattered parts
of your lord husband and brother grant
greenery to fields heal hearts

edward L hart
1941

edward L hart is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university



the legislative antipolygamy campaign

richardricharda D poll

presumptions orma linford has pointed out are the
balancing blocks in striking a balance between majority rule and
minority rights between liberty and order between established social
rules and religious freedom two interrelated presumptions underlay
the nineteenth century campaign against mormon plural marriage
that is reviewed in this essay the first was that an institution so
repugnant to conventional christian values as polygamy could
not qualify as an exercise of religion presumptively entitled to
protection under the first amendment the second was that mormon
plural marriage whatever its practitioners might believe or say about
it was an overt act against peace and good order jeffersons phrase
and therefore ineligible for constitutional protection these presump-
tions linford notes eventually paved the way for any kind of action
congress desired to take she might have included acts by several
territorial and state legislatures and added that the same presumptions
led the federal courts to sustain almost all such measuremeasuresmeasuresisi1

the legislative campaign against mormon plural marriage began
in congress a few weeks before the new republican party took official
cognizance of the twin relics of barbarism in its 1856 platform it
continued for almost forty years with idaho nevada and arizona
joining the campaign toward the last A mixture of political and
moralistic considerations motivated each phase of the undertaking
from the linking of polygamy with slavery in the early efforts to
assert congressional authority over the domestic institutions
of the territories to the coupling of plural marriage and theocratic
despotism in the later efforts to establish non mormon control of
the government of utah territory the latter pairing was often labeled

the mormon question 2

the distinction of introducing the first antipolygamy measure
belongs to edwin ball an ohio republican who on 14 april 1856

richard D poll is a professor emeritus of history at western illinois university this essay draws heavily on
these earlier studies by the author the twin relic A study of mormon polygamy and the campaign by the
government of the united states for its abolition 1852 1890 MA thesis texas christian university 1939

the mormon question 1850 1865 A study in politics and public opinion phd diss university of
Caffcaliforniairnia berkeley 1948 the political reconstruction ofutahof utah territory 1866 1890 pacific histonalreviewHistonalhistorical review
27 may 1958 111 26
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asked the unanimous consentconsent of the house of representatives to offer
this resolution

resolved that the committee on the judiciary be instructed to
inquire into the propriety of the enactment by congress of a law
prohibiting under appropriate penalties any person who may have
been married and who at the time may have a husband or wife living
from intermarryingintermarrying or cohabiting with another within any of the
territory of the united states anything in any law regulation or usage
in such territory to the contrary notwithstanding and if the said
committee shall deem such regulation expedient that they shall prepare
and report to this house a bill to that effect with as little delay as may
be convenconvenienthentdent 3

objection being made ball moved to suspend the rules so
that the proposition could be received but the solid republican
contingent augmented by only a handful of americans know
nothings and democrats failed to give the motion the necessary
two thirds majority and it died

the first antipolygamy bill was introduced in the house in the
same preelectionpreflectionpreelection session republican justin S morrill representative
and afterwards senator from vermont and a man remembered by
mormonscormons as a leader in the campaign for a monogamous america
reported the measure from the committee on the territories on
26june26 june 1856 his remarks on that occasion struck the keynote of most
later arguments for congressional action against the marital practices
of the latter day saints

so great is the necessity for some decisive legislation if there are any
who hesitate I1 would say to them as did jeffersondidjefferson at the time louisiana
was acquired that they should throw themselves on their country

casting behind them metaphysical subtilties and risking themselves
like faithful servants

there is no purpose to interfere with the most absolute freedom of
religion nor to intermeddle with the rights of conscienceconscience but the sole
design is to punish gross offenses whether in secular or ecclesiastical garb
to prevent practices which outrage the moral sense of the civilized world
and to reach even those who steal the livery of the court of heaven
to serve the devil in 4

the bill provided that any person or persons in the territory
of the united states who being married should intermarry
with or cohabit with or live with any person or persons as
partners acknowledging the conjugal relation the former husband or
wife being still living was to be punished by a fine of five hundred
dollars and two to five years in prison 5 noteworthy is the distinction
between open polygamy and surreptitious bigamy and cohabitation
a distinction made in almost all subsequent legislation designed for
utah
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the morrill bill never came up for debate in a congress more
interested in the turmoil in kansas and the forthcoming presidential
contest it did receive attention in utah however where brigham young
suggested with oratorical embellishments the course that latter day
saints intended to follow if such laws were passed

polygamy they are unconstitutionally striving to prevent when they will
accomplish their object is not for me to say how will they get rid
of this awful evil in utah they will have to expend about three
hundred millions of dollars for building a prison for we must all go into
prison and after they have expended that amount for a prison and
roofed it over from the summit of the rocky mountains to the summit of
the sierra nevada we will dig out and go preaching through the world 6

the utah expedition kept the mormon question before the
thirty fifth congress but again the demand for antipolygamy
legislation was insufficient to produce results representative morrill
reintroduced his bill in january 1858 but it died in committee 7

when indiana representative schuyler colfax sought to amend an
appropriation bill to repeal all laws of utah authorizing or tolerating
polygamy or the collection of tithes for the benefit or maintenance
of any religious organization he was ruled out of order 8

with the termination of the utah war the demand for action
relative to the customs of the mormonscormons declined momentarily
but journalistic and official reports about the passive sabotage of
judicial proceedings in the territory were ammunition for republican
reformers and morrill was back with his legislation early in 1860 it
was insured of some attention by the adoption of pennsylvanian
thaddeus stevenss resolution instructing the committee on the
judiciary to inquire into the expediency of prohibiting polygamy
in the territories and so to modify the laws of utah as to make the
future commission of that offense penal 9

the bill recommended by the committee contained a preamble
that denounced plural marriage as an abomination in a christian
country and rejected the mormon claim that it was a religious rite
section 1 offered substantially the same definition and punishment
of polygamy as were found in the earlier morrill bills section 2

disapproved and annulled all acts of the legislatures of the state
of deseret and utah territory that incorporated the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints and all other acts which establish
support maintain shield or countenance polygamy 10 the committee
report reasserted the barbaric nature of polygamy declared that
the first amendment was intended to protect only christian belief
and practices and placed this expansive interpretation upon the
authority of the national government over the territories of the
united states it is competent for congress to declare any act
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criminal which is not sanctioned or authorized by the provisions of
the constitution 11

no one in the house of representatives except william H hooper
utahs delegate was willing to disagree with the censure of polygamy
but there was no such unanimity on the question of congressional
powers in relation to the practice the bill was warmly debated the
discussion colored throughout by the slavery question and strong
sectionalism the outcome however demonstrated that anti mormon
sentiment was sufficiently strong to override proslavery objections
and the argument that the measure would be futile fifty seven
democrats three know nothings and only one republican opposed
final passagej2passage 12

delegate hooper was heard briefly before the voting his state-
ment was strikingly prophetic of the results that the antipolygamy
proposal did bring when finally enacted two years later

I1 beg all to hear me say then upon my honor as a gentleman that
the passage of this bill will not be unacceptable to the extreme advocates
of polygamy in the territory of utah it will entitle them to accuse
of lukewarmnessluke warmness and disaffection to the common cause all those who
hesitate to defend it as an institution sir it will unite us all in
opposition to the unjust pretensions of the national government to put
it down by gorceforce 13

the house bill was favorably reported from the senate committee
on the judiciary but it was still untouched on the calendar when
the second session of the thirty sixth congress came to an end the
day before abraham lincoln was inaugurated and a month before
forteort sumter fell

As might be expected the months that witnessed the beginning
of the civil war saw the mormon question pushed into the back-
ground but the republicans controlled the new congress and
their obligation to the other twin relic could not be indefinitely
forgotten morrillsgorrillsMorrills bill was reintroduced on 8 april 1862 reported
favorably by the committee on the territories and passed without
debate or roll call twenty days later 14 it came out of the senate
committee on the judiciary on 8 may with amendments and a
recommendation that it pass

the change proposed in section 1 would delete reference to
punishing cohabitation without marriage because as delaware
senator james A bayard later explained for the committee it
would be of no utility to carry the act beyond the evil intended
to be remedied 15 section 2 was left unchanged disapproving and
annulling the charter of the LDS church and all other acts of the
utah legislative assembly that abetted polygamy A third section
was added the purpose of which was declared by bayard to be
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19 to operate in the nature of a mortmain law to prevent theentirethe entire
property of that territory being accumulated in perpetuity in the
hands of a species of theological institutions it provided that
no corporation or association for religious or charitable purposes
in a territory could hold real property in excess of one hundred
thousand dollars all property above this amount to escheat to the
united states 16

the senate debate was perfunctory james A mcdougall of
california questioned the prudence of aroarousingusing the mormonscormons at a
time when secure overland communications were vital to the union
cause but only he and his colleague milton S latham cast negative
votes when thirty seven senators voted to accept the committee
recommendations after lowering the limitation on real property
holdings to fifty thousand dollars the house concurred in the senate
amendments without debate 17

A mormon legend to the contrary notwithstanding president
lincoln signed the morrill act on 1 july 1862 it is memorable as an
initial step a foundation for later congressional action for its
provisions doomed it to failure section I11 defined the crime of bigamy
as the act of marrying one or more persons while already having a
living husband or wife and prescribed a fine of not more than
five hundred dollars and imprisonment for not more than five
years as the penalty the mormonscormons soon demonstrated that as long
as enforcement was left to them the act would be ignored as an
unconstitutional infringement upon their religion 18 not until the
enactment of the edmunds act in 1882 were more than a handful of
polygamy cases successfully prosecuted

section 2 professed to revoke the charter of the mormon church
and repeal other territorial laws but it was rendered innocuous by the
proviso that this act shall be so limited and construed as not to affect
or interfere with the rights of property legally acquired under the
ordinance nor with the right to worship god according to the
dictates of conscience

section 3 set a fifty thousand dollar limit on the real property
of any religious association in the territories but the exemption
of vested rights in real estate necessary to avoid the constitutional
ban on ex post facto legislation weakened the force of this provision
it was ignored in utah until the passage of the edmunds tucker act
of 1887

sporadic efforts by territorial judges to enforce the antibigamyantibigamy
law came to nothing during the civil war years president lincoln
being disinclined to risk trouble in utah only when the issues
of southern reconstruction brought a new tone and new leaders
to national politics did the mormonscormons again receive congressional
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attention the construction of the transcontinental railroad the
expansion of western gold and silver mining and the development
of organized anti mormon politics in utah with the godbeiteGodbeite move-
ment and the liberal party all influenced the postwar approaches
to the remaining twin relic

As early as 1866 the house committee on the territories held
hearings on utah affairs but was able to propose no practical
solution of the abuses and evils believed to exist neither establish-
ment of a military government nor division of the territory among
its neighbors seemed to answer the mormon question 19 senator
benjamin FE wade s plan for placing all executive judicial and
militia activities under the direct control of the governor and stripping
the mormon church of its temporal authority got nowhere but it
pointed the way for future laws 20

A novel proposal was made in 1869 by indiana republican
george W julian to discourage polygamy in utah by granting the
right of suffrage to the women of that territory 21 it died in a
committee of the house that it was conceived in a false notion
about utah women became plain later in 1869 when the territorial
legislature passed a women s suffrage law the effect of which was
to increase the voting strength of the church dominated people s

party
A commoner type of proposal during the years 1869 74 followed

the earlier wade bill and used some of the lessons being learned
about political reconstruction in the south the cullom bill named
for another longtimelong time foe of the twin relic illinois republican
shelby M cullom came from the house committee on the territories
in february 1870 A hodgepodge of thirty four sections it called
for the appointment of all probate judges justices of the peace
judges of elections notariesnotaridesnotaries public and sheriffs by the territorial
governor reduced the probate courts jurisdiction placed the
selection of jury panels in the hands of federal appointees prescribed
penalties for cohabitation and adultery as well as bigamy and
polygamy barred believers in plural marriage from jury service
in polygamy and cohabitation trials exempted polygamy and related
offenses from the statute of limitations permitted wives to testify
against their husbands as to the fact of polygamous marriage
excluded polygamists from naturalization voting or holding public
office permitted confiscation of polygamists property to care for
their dependents and authorized the president when in his
judgment it shall be necessary to enforce the laws or the convic-
tions and sentences of the courts thereof to send such a portion
of the army of the united states to said territory as shall be required
therefor 22
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new morkyork republican hamilton wards defense of the bill
echoed the spirit of the times

I1 am sorry to see in this country the signs of a sickly sentimentality
which proposes to punish nobody which proposes to hang nobody
which proposes to let all the unchained passions of the human heart
become free to prey upon mankind had you hung one hundred
traitors you would not have had rebellion in north carolina and
tennessee today had you enforced the laws of the country against utah
years ago you would not have had this terrible power confronting you
at this moment 23

the opposition mustered some of the same arguments that
were used without too great effect against the reconstruction acts
and the force acts several of the more drastic provisions were
eliminated including the arbitrary use of the army before the
bill passed the house A motion to recommit which would have
killed the bill without placing on the killers the onus of pro
mormonism was narrowly defeated republicans comprising almost
the entire voting majority that saved the bill A fourth of the
representatives abstained on this key vote and only nine members
from the states of the former confederacy all radical republicans
voted to pass the cullom bill 24 this pattern was to be repeated
in subsequent voting on antipolygamy measures not because democrats
and southerners were more favorable to mormonism than their
political opposites but because the alignment on post civil war
reconstruction inevitably influenced the consideration of similar
measures for utah

the cullom bill died in the senate partly because of reports
that a liberal movement among the saints would undermine the
theocracy if external pressure were withheld the godbeiteGodbeite movement
disappointed these hopes but the excessive zeal of utah chief
justice james B mckean generated sufficient embarrassment for
the grant administration to briefly reduce the pressure for new utah
legislation

despite later efforts to secure comprehensive reconstruction
measures as in the freylinghuysenFreylinghuysen bill of 1873 25 the only statutory
product of the grant era was the poland act of 1874 which sharply
curtailed the jurisdiction of the mormon held probate courts and
changed the method of impaneling juries to facilitate convictions
under the morrill act 26 A significant feature of this clearly republican
measure was language expediting appeal of convictions for polygamy
to the US supreme court under this provision brigham youngs
secretary george reynolds was prosecuted in a test case and in
january 1879 the court moved the antipolygamy campaign into a new
phase by sustaining the constitutionality of the 1862 law 27
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the gist of the courts unanimous decision follows

by the first amendment congress was deprived of all legislative power
over mere opinion but was left free to reach actions which were in
violation of social duties or subversive of good order

polygamy has always been odious among the northern and western
nations of europe and there never has been a time in any state of
the union when polygamy has not been an offenseoffence against society
cognizable by the civil courts in the face of all this evidence it is

impossible to believe that the constitutional guaranty of religious
freedom was intended to prohibit legislation in respect to this most
important feature of social life

this being so the only question which remains is whether those
who make polygamy a part of their religion are excepted from the
operation of the statute if they are then those who do not make
polygamy a part of their religious belief may be found guilty and
punished while those who do must be acquitted and go free this
would be introducing a new element into criminal law 28

these findings in the first supreme court decision arising from
the religion clauses of the first amendment have been eroded
since in cases involving jehovahsJehovahs witnesses and other conscientious
objectors but in 1879 they settled the issue of constitutionality
insofar as the opponents of polygamy were concerned As for the
stubborn defenders of that practice their decade of civil disobedience
remembered in mormon lore under the captions crusade and
9 underground brought them and their church the pains and
penalties that legislators would shortly devise and courts would
almost uniformly sustain 29

the reynolds decision touched off considerable nationwide
agitation while the liberal party and its feminine auxiliary the
ladies antipolygamyanti polygamy society were responsible for much of the
excitement aroused moral sensibilities prompted calls for action from
all parts of the country when the mormon reaction to the decision
became known sustain plural marriage and take the consequences
president hayes addressed the issue in his 1 december 1879 state
of the union message

if necessary to secure obedience to the law the enjoyment and
exercise of the rights and privileges of citizenship in the territories
of the united states may be withheld or withdrawn from those who
violate or oppose the enforcement of the lawjaw 30

when presidents garfield and arthur continued to press for
action it is not surprising that the first session of the forty seventh
congress which met from december 1881 to august 1882 saw
no less than twenty three bills and constitutional amendments
on polygamy introduced along with other proposals and stacks
of petitions on the mormon question 31 the edmunds act the
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single law that emerged from this plethora bears the stamp of the
reconstruction era in terms and sponsorship As finally signed on
22 march 1882 it contained nine sections most of them designed
to expedite polygamy prosecutions by defining a new offense

cohabiting with more than one woman and barring believers in
plural marriage from jury service in such cases section 8 prohibited
polygamists and their spouses from voting or holding selective or
appointive office in any territory without requiring conviction of
law violation section 9 abolished the election machinery in utah
territory and placed the registration of votersandvotervoterssandand the conduct of
elections under a commission of five persons to be appointed by the
president with the advice and consent of the senate 32

the doctrine of absolute congressional authority over the territories
was relied on by vermont senator george FE edmunds and other
advocates of the bill chief opposition came from southern senators
who argued that this republican view had brought war and ruin to
the south and promised to do the same for utah in both houses of
congress opposition came exclusively from democrats many of
whom charged that sections 8 and 9 were intended to transfer the
political power of this territory to the republican party a party
which has 1500 votes out of 15000 33the33 the bill passed the senate
without a record vote after the democratic motion to recommit
failed in the house of representatives the measure was approved
decisively all but five of the nay votes came from below the
mason dixon line 34

it is clear that national political considerations influenced the
enactment and enforcement of the edmunds act both in utah and
in washington eventually utah would become a state whose allegiance
was worth courting developments in the 1880s suggest that the
republican strategy was to bring such pressure against the mormon
church as an institution that power would pass into the hands of
pragmatic mormonscormons who would yield on polygamy to relieve the pressure
and achieve statehood while the democrats tried to hold the support
of utahs mormon majority by a milder policy of law enforcement 35

the utah commission originally three republicans and two
democrats arrived in salt lake city in 1882 and went vigorously to
work its set of new election regulations included the registration
requirement of an oath of nonpolygamouspolygamousnon status three years later
the supreme court held that the oath exceeded the commissions
authority 36but36 but meanwhile it had been used in barring an estimated
twelve thousand polygamists alleged polygamists and their wives
from the polls this reduced people s party majorities in utah but
produced no liberal party victories outside the small gentile mining
and railroad towns 37
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hardly had the judicial crusade been launched which
would convict thirteen hundred mormonscormons of polygamy or unlawful
cohabitation and send hundreds of others into hiding before more
antipolygamy proposals appeared president arthur called for congress
to assume entire political control of utah and the 1884 republican
platform called for the use of military force if necessary to suppress
polygamy and mormon theocratic power the election however was
a democratic victory and the pressure for legislation was temporarily
relieved

while president cleveland did not ignore the mormon question
his view of the subject was more restrained than that of his
predecessors he recalled governor eliEHeil H murray in march 1886
for impeding the government of utah and he refused to sign
the edmunds tucker act a year later beginning in 1887 the utah
commission was divided in its recommendations those members
who denied the need for new legislation being all democrats the
new district attorney and district judge appointed in the latter
part of clevelandsclevelandsrClevelands first administration took such a conciliatory
view that many polygamists voluntarily surrendered declared their
guilt pledged future compliance with the law and were given
very light sentences although president harrison restored the
zealousjudgezealous judge charles S zane in 1889 the judicial crusade never
regained its former momentum 38

meanwhile congress worked intermittently under senator
edmundssEdmundedmundsoss leadership to produce the last major piece of legislation on
polygamy and related utah issues the vermont senators first proposal
to amend the 1882 antipolygamy statute was introduced before that
year ended but it died on the calendar 39 an expanded measure
made its way to senate passage in 1884 the opposition southern
democrats receiving some help from senators like massachusetts
senator george FE hoar who objected to the provision that would
eliminate female suffrage in utah more than a third of the senate
did not participate in the final vote for passage and the house went
off to the elections without considering the measure 40

the forty ninth congress 1885 86 witnessed the initial committee
sponsorship of a proposal to amend the constitution to ban polygamy
speaking for the house committee on the judiciary virginian
john randolph tucker urged passage on the ground that the evils
of the mormon system are deeper than can be cured by ordinary
legislation apparently congressmen were of the opinion however
that there was still latitude under the existing constitution for the
resolution expired on the calendar 41 instead tucker cooperated with
senator edmunds to produce the last major statute dealing with the
mormon question
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the edmunds tucker act an extraordinary composite of moral
social and political reform legislation became law on 3 march 1887
most of its twenty seven sections sought to facilitate conviction of
polygamists by permitting exceptions to standard judicial and law
enforcement procedures spouses were permitted to testify against
their mates witnesses could be attached without previous subpoena
illegitimate children born more than twelve months after the
passage of this act were not entitled to inherit property from their
fathers all marriages must be publicly recorded and prosecutions
for adultery incest and fornication could be initiated by law enforce-
ment officials the right of dower abolished by utah statute to
protect plural wives was reinstated like the provision concerning
childrens inheritances it was intended to place polygamous relation-
ships outside the pale of the law

several major sections looked beyond mormon marital practices
to the temporal interests and institutional solidarity of the LDS church

1 the church the perpetual emigrating fund company and
the nauvoo legion utah militia were all abolished as
corporate entities and all property held by them in excess
of the 50000 limit set by the 1862 morrill act was declared
escheated to the united states to be administered by
the territorial supreme court for the schools of utah
under these provisions which exempted houses of worship
parsonagespersonagesparsonages and cemeteries over 800000 worth of real and
personal property was soon under federal management

2 female voting was abolished over the objections of a few
congressional friends of the national womens suffrage
movement and a comprehensive test oath was prescribed to
eliminate polygamists from voting office holding or jury
service

3 all judicial law enforcement and militia powers in utah
were vested in federal appointees the now permanent utah
commission governor territorial district and supreme
courts US marshal and local officials answerable to them
even the probate judges whose duties were now reduced
to handling estates and presiding over county commissions
were made appointive by the president with the endorsement
of the senate

4 direct responsibility for the schools was placed on the
territorial supreme court in an effort to promote a public
educational system free from mormon influences 42

it will be observed that most of the proposals of the cullom bill
of 1870 had thus finally become law evidence of the state of national
opinion was the recognition by opponents of this comprehensive
measure that theirs was a lost cause softness toward mormonism was
as politically inexpedient as is softness toward communism in the
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present generation and partisan division in congress is reflected only
in the fact that such opposition as there was to the edmunds tucker
act came from the democratic side 43

the federal antipolygamy statutes applied to all of the territories
and efforts to prosecute violators were pressed sporadically in idaho
and arizona where substantial mormon communities existed in the
1870s and 1880s most of the local sponsorship for such efforts
came from republicans like idahos fred T dubois whose primary
target was the political solidarity and democratic leanings of the
saints evidence of this concern was the adoption by both territorial
legislatures of test oaths banning all members of the mormon church
from voting office holding and serving on juries the idaho statute
adopted in 1885 disfranchised every member of any organiza-
tion which teaches its members to commit the crime
of bigamy or polygamy as a duty arising or resulting from
membership 44

A comparable law was passed in arizona in 18851883 but mormonscormons
who were willing to take the oath were perpermittedmittedbitted to do so and to vote
the law was repealed two years later nevadas 1887 ban on voting by
anyone who is a member of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints commonly called the mormon church was part of a political
maneuver to annex part of idaho territory A year later the nevada
supreme court found it violative of the state constitution 45

on the other hand the idaho test oath was vigorously enforced
to disfranchise the latter day saints in several elections the ban
on mormon voting was then incorporated in the first idaho state
constitution 1890 the US congress finding the provision acceptable
after heatedly debating the matter since the woodruff manifesto did
not immediately end bloc voting by idahos mormonscormonsMormons the state
legislature then changed the language of the test oath to disqualify
members of any organization which teaches or has taught
patriarchal or celestial marriage this apparently ex post facto law
was upheld by the idaho supreme court but the has taught
language was repealed shortly afterward when it became clear that
idaho mormonscormonsMormons like their utah contemporaries were no longer
bloc voting the idaho constitution still disfranchisesfranchisesdisfranchiserdis believers in
I1 patriarchal or celestial marriage but the interpretation since an
idaho supreme court decision in 1908 has been that only the practice
of polygamy in this world is meant by the language 46

if congress and state courts had little difficulty justifying the
antipolygamy and associated anti mormon statutes of the 1880s the
united states supreme court proved equally capable of adjusting the
first amendment to the temper of the times the prohibition of
unlawful cohabitation was upheld in 1885 47 and a utah court ruling
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that no sexual intercourse need be proved to establish guilt was
sustained 48 the doctrine of constructive cohabitation which
predicated guilt on any acknowledgment of ai marital tie by word
or act was found constitutional in 1886 49 only the ingenious
I1 segregation doctrine under which lorenzo snow and others were
sentenced to several consecutive terms of six months for being found
guilty of unlawful cohabitation at several past intervals of time was
overruled 50the50 the escheatment of mormon church property was upheld
in 1890 51 and even the idaho test oath survived a court challenge 52

increasing the likelihood that a similar congressional requirement for
utah voters if enacted would be found constitutional 5533

by now it had become apparent to many mormonscormons that discretion
must be the better part of valor not only was the property of the
church being taken into custody but one utah judge was refusing to
naturalize any LDS immigrants on the ground that they belonged to
a subversive organization the republican platform of 1888 called for
further laws to divorce the political from the ecclesiastical power
and thus stamp out the attendant wickedness of polygamy 54 and
president harrisons appointments for utah betokened an increase
in the pressure on the saints when in the spring of 1890 the
cullom struble bill proposed to apply an idaho style test oath
to utah something had to give the measure which bore the
names of now senator shelby M cullom of illinois and representative
isaac R struble of iowa did not reach debate in either house of
congress 55 but it was one of the factors that made 1890 the decisive
year in the history of mormon polygamy and the campaign by the
federal government for its abolition

the woodruff manifesto of 25 september 1890 by which the
president of the LDS church announced his intention to comply with
the law of the land and advised the saints to do the same is complex
and ambiguous in its causes meaning and consequences it did
relieve the pressure for further antipolygamy legislation but it did not
prevent congress from requiring that utahs state constitution contain
a guarantee of separation of church and state and a proviso that
polygamous or plural marriages are forever prohibited 56

neither the proviso and implementing statutes nor sporadic
efforts at enforcement nor the dogmatic stand against polygamy that
the mormon church adopted early in the twentieth century has
prevented a small segment of latter day saints from responding to
the same rationale that brought perhaps 25 percent of their forebears
into polygamous families during the half century that the united states
marshaled its legal resources against the practice on the other
hand the same considerations that led most of wilford woodruffswoodruffe
mormon contemporaries to come to terms with his 1890 revelation
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make most of today s mormonscormons so content with the option of only
one wife per family that even a supreme court reversal of the
reynolds decision would be unlikely to generate a revival of the
patriarchal order of marriage
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hamlet at cairo

where the ghost watches the moon hiserisefisezise over acetiscetiscenis pyramid

I1 could stay in the grave horatio
but give myself to water more than earth

the nile shivers with a ghost or two
its in the blood from father to son

that being dead we may be what we like

he ate the body of vengeance
me I1 claim the tree at cetisacetis grave
A fitting throne

1I could spread a branch or two
as easily as ophelias skirts

sit on the bough to watch her rise
and catch the shimmering tail of aspsalps
knotting over his veiled eyes

goose not him let dead kings lie
I1 mean the moon
and ceti

see how she pulls herself against his side
one sphere a breast a womb an open eye

hstast horatio history is made tonight

the pharaoh has preserved his skin
jutbuthut she must do the leavening

A pretty ditty
I1 should sing it over water



there she s in him now
let no mother but a lover
tend him kings

you or I1 could not buy his lot
not for all the fish in denmark
or the foreskinsforeskins of two true servants

the greeks once named that woman s face
no not helen what was the word
but then the greeks they died as a race

so that was ptolemy s folly
another mine

delusion will get you
six princes no more
to bear you up

mark it horatio make no slaves
of gods and sundry skeletons

athena or was it artemis
an archer I1 think

no matter dust is to dust

the hebrews kept their god alive
and called him only that he was

then said who art thou
that we should worship thee

and what have I1 called virgins
that they might live rise
over me

how grandly these egyptians failed

he is dead
but he holds and loves her yet

grave robbers take the rest



watch close horatio
A woman s kiss could do no better

at that final point
as she breaks free
and rises whole above him

she leaves one drop of honey
to linger from between her lips

her light is in him see
that point where he is no more
than the silhouette against her

you would almost think he lived again

virginia ellen baker

virginia ellen baker is a poet living in provo utah



minding business
A note on the mormon creed

michael hicks

on christmas day 1844 william wines phelps wrote a letter
to william smith in which he described mormonism as the great
leveling machine of creeds 1 smith would have understood phelps s

meaning his late brother the prophetjosephprophet joseph had always maintained
that mormonism should not only resist the pat confessions of
christian orthodoxy which as he said set up stakes to
the almighty 2 but also resist pat formulations of mormon belief
itself the latter day saints have no creed joseph had once said

but are ready to believe all true principles that exist as they are
made manifest from time to time byet3yet3 yetset in september 1844 three
months before phelps wrote his christmas letter william smith
scolded a new sakyakyorkkakmork congregation for forgetting the mormon creed
a creed he observed that consisted of a single well known phrase

mind your own business 4

the use of this americanism as the mormon creed appears
to have originated in the political controversies of the 1842 illinois
state elections in a circular dated 20 december 1841 joseph smith
had urged the saints to vote with him for the democratic ticket in
the following years election 5 by spring 1842 the issue of whether
or not the mormonscormons would vote as a block began to heat up in the
press republican newspapers routinely loosed their invective against
both the democratic courting mormonscormons and the mormon courting
democrats they charged the latter day saints and the democrats
with conspiring to keep democratic incumbents in office while
maintaining for the mormonscormons extraordinary chartered privileges
over and above those enjoyed by any other sect 6 matters were not
helped when governor boggs of missouri the man whose vendetta
against the mormonscormons had helped drive them into illinois was
mysteriously shot from outside his home among the republican
journalists the presumption of innocence was not with the saints

michael hicks is an assistant professor of music at brigham moungyoung university he expresses thanks to
lynn carsondouglascarsoncaison douglas donaldson kirk moberg and robert J woolley for their help in the preparation
of this article
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chiefly to rebut the charges being leveled at the church from
illinois and iowa journalists william smith founded the wuspwasp a
newspaper dedicated to combattingcombatting the shafts of slander foul
calumniescalumnies and base misrepresentations of anti mormonscormons 7 in its
ninth issue smith printed this notice

mormon creed
to mind their own business and let everybody else do likewise publish
this ye editors who boast of equal rights and privileges 8

this barb understandably irritated the editors at whom it was
aimed the alton telegraph anddemocraticand democratic review quickly reprinted
smith s notice followed by this response

the above is taken from the wasp a political paper published by the
mormonscormons at nauvoo this advice given is unexceptionable and it is to
be regretted that it had not been adopted in the mormon creed
whenjoewhen joe smith issued his proclamation to elect snyder and moore and
defeat the old settler joe duncan if the mormonscormons had minded

their own business instead of attempting to control the elections
of this state as a church they would have spared themselves the
dilemma in which their unwarrantable spiritual interference has placed
them 9

within a month the creed had also aroused the attention of the
new york heralds editor apparently considering that the creed
comprised all of smiths blurb he wrote of the mormonscormonsMormons delicious
privileges according to the mormon creed 10 at some point in
the season the creed seems to have appeared in another east coast
newspaper for the british mormon paper the millennial star quoted
smiths mormon creed slightly altered and credited it to a boston
paper

from this point the mormon creed embarked on a long career
its intended audience rapidly coming to embrace members of the
church as well as outsiders in the weeks preceding william smiths
publication of the creed the elite of nauvoo were introduced by
joseph smith to a new order of marriage the rituals of freemasonry
and the mormon temple endowment ordinance all ofwhich were to
be concealed from the public amid the whispering about these
matters at nauvoo in the early 1840s a growing spirit of privacy took
hold of the saints the mormon creed became an emblem of that
spirit

As its intended audience expanded the creed was shortened
the millennial star published another note on the creed injuneinjureinjune 1843
but reduced its text to mind your own business and gave its own
version of the creed s applicability both to the gentiles andtoandioand to some
overly zealous mormonscormonsMormons we think the practice of the above creed
worthy of recommendation to many who are not over scrupulous in
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their statements respecting the character and religion of the saints
also worthy the notice of those saints who forget the gospel by
attacking the systems of men 12 in injanuaryjanuary 1844 the nauvoo neighbor
published a mock recipe a cure for the terrible disorder of the
mouth commonly called scandal among its ingredients was
one ounce of an herb called by the mormonscormonsMormons mind your own
business 13 by the spring of 1844 the phrase had entered the
prophets public speaking in his 7 march 1844 address to the
saints he complained of those outsiders who would not mind
their own business his solution to their interference was to
recommend that the saints fittingly let them alone to use
themselves up 14

shortly afterjosephafafter josephterjoseph smith was assassinated orson pratt published
the creed in his prophetic almanac for the coming year more or less
restoring it to its original wording let every body mind their own
business 15 but this less direct versionversion of the creed clearly came to
be dominated by the simpler mind your own business which as
the times and seasons noted in 1846 was good council jicsicjc 16

the idiom of minding one s own business can be traced in
some form at least back to seneca 17 in english usage one finds
bacon using it in 1625 neither can he that mindethmandeth but his own
businessebusinessesBusinesse finde much matter for envy and addison in 1711
1 I have nothing to do but mind my own business 181n18 in the american
republic however mind your own business had a special place in
folk parlance well before its connection with the mormonscormonsMormons and was
known among frontiersmen as the negros eleventh commandment
joseph smiths grandfather asael cited it as such in a letter to
jacob towne 14 january 1796j91796 19 in 1821 the backwoods preacher
peter cartwright advised those who were prone to complain about
jokes in his sermons 1 I want you to take the negros eleventh
commandment that is every man mind his own business 20

when the main body of latter day saints moved to utah they
continued to hold forth the phrase as the mormon creed the
deseret news for example freely alluded to it in editorials addressed
to the outside world all is peace and prosperity men are
attending to their own business as usual according to the mormon
creed mormonscormonsMormons believe in attending to their own business
and letting foreign matters alone take every liberty of exhorting
and advising each accountable dweller within the extended borders
of the united states who really lovesloveioves his country and her free
institutions to observe the mormon motto of mind your own
business one editorial title summed up the saints attitude
toward critics of affairs in utah with the terse inquiry whose
business Is itit2121
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the creed also inspired some saints to versification in the 1850s
an anonymous comic poem titled mind your own business ran
as a filler in the 2 march 18541834 deseret news emphasis in original

the substance of our query if it is well join the rabble
simply stated would be this and act the nobler part
Is it anybodydanybodys business of the tattlersbattlerstattlers and defamersdefamers
what anothers business isis who throng the public mart

if it is or if it isnt but if not we 11ll act the teacher
we would really like to know until each meddler learns
for we re certain if it isnt it were better in the future
there are some who make it so to mind his own concerns

apparently at least two mormon creed songs were written in
the 1850s one was by the popular utah songwriter william willes
and was to be sung to the tune of in the days when we went
gypsying its four eight line stanzas emphasized the creeds prophetic
origins saying it was built upon the rock of ages and was endorsed
by the spirits warning voice the chorus exhorted

so let us mind the mormon creed
and then we shall all thrive
shall hide a multitude of sins
and save our souls alive 22

another was by emily hill contained seven tenlineten line stanzas and was
to be sung to the tune of the ivy green the first stanza gives a
good sense of its moralistic tone

tis a difficult thing indeed to stand
and always do just right
to fully adopt the mormon creed
with heart and soul and might
to know just when to hold our peace
and when to intercede
when mercy should indeed prevail
or justice take the lead
tis a difficult thing it isis indeed

to fully adopt the mormon creed 23

brigham young began citing the creed as early as 1846 24 indeed
the creed became so strongly associated with president young that by
1818555 5 he seemed to have been credited with coining it george taylors
elaborate and ornate masthead for his father johns apologetic
newspaper the mormon rather prominently displayed a scroll with the
words mormon creed mind your own business brigham young 25

president youngmoungung explained his understanding of the creed in an address
given on 16 march 185618 5 6 in which he discussed a brother vernon who
was not well known in the community but who has been quietly and
industriously practicing the principles of our religion
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he is not known except by a few of his associates who have been laboring
with him at the sugar works but suppose he had been guilty of
swearing inin the streets of getting intoxicated of fighting and carousing
he would have been a noted character but brother vernon is almost
entirely unknown because he has lived his religion kept the command-
ments of god and minded his own business so it is with many in this
city they are known by few they live here year after year and are
scarcely known in the community because they pay attention to their
own business

they live their religion love the lord rejoice continually are happy
all the day long and satisfied without making an excitement among
the people this is mormonism 26

samuel W richards summed up this philosophy of the creed in a
fourth of july toast that same year every man in his own place
minding his own business thats mormonism 27

nevertheless the party feeling was so strong among the utah
saints that outsiders got just the opposite opinion of their ability to
stay clear of one another richard burton noted after his 1860 visit
that in salt lake city every man s concerns are his neighbours
then ironically added that among the mormonscormons no one apparently
ever heard of that person who became immensely rich to quote an
americanism by mincingminmindingminaingaing his own business 28

after the death of president moungbungyoung his successor as church
president john taylor kept the creed alive to those who persisted
in probing the intrigues and rumors of the barbarous marriage
practices in utah president taylor wielded the creed at the same
time encouraging the saints to cultivate anew a sense of privacy about
polygamy which he called the secret of the lord

I1 was lately called upon as a witness I1 was required to divulge
certain things I1 did not know them to divulge perhaps some of you
have had some people come to you with their confidences I1 have but
I1 dont want to be a confidant why because if they made a confidant
of me and I1 was called before a tribunal I1 could not as an honorable
man reveal their confidences yet it would be said I1 was a transgressor
of the law therefore I1 tell them to keep their own secrets and
remember what is called the mormon creed mind your own business 29

in the same year that john taylor gave this advice he dedicated
the logan temple in which an ornate backpaintedbackpainted glass fixture
preserved the creed in a unique form for future generations

mormon creed
mind

mouryuryourmur own business
saints
will

observe this
all others ought to 303
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in 1883 a ajuvenilejuvenile instructorInstructof article ruminatedruminated at length on the
creed reminiscing that in the earlier days of the church the saints
kept cards posted up in their houses containing the mormon creed
let every man mind his own business the article went so far

as to claim that joseph smith had once taught that the creed was
I1 a key by which the people could get back into the presence of
god though no particular source to that effect was cited 31 similar
juvenile instructor editorials appeared in succeeding years advising
the young to remember the creed these editorials written by
george Q cannon noted that I1 our elders are frequently asked for
our creed and people wonder when they are told that the only
creed we have is mind your own business 32 indeed cannon wrote
on another occasion the phrase was the only creed that I1 have ever
known the church to publish as such only think of the happiness
and peace and good feeling that would prevail everywhere among the
saints if they would live up to this simple yet comprehensive creedcreed3333

yet despite its comprehensiveness the creed began to fade from
the mormon idiom in the early twentieth century it was occasionally
cited by the elderly to the young as in this 1903 observation by
president joseph FE smith the mormon creed mind your own
business is a good motto for young people to adopt who wish to
succeed and who wish to make the best use of their time and
lives let it be remembered that nothing is quite so contemptible
as idle gossip 34 but the young apostle john W taylor sadly noted
the waning of the phrase 1 I sometimes think it would be very well
for us latter day saints to attend to one motto that used to be very
prominent among us that is the mormon creed mind your own
business and let other peoples alone 35 about the same time
in the surrounding culture the phrase underwent a change in
status slipping from eleventh to twelfth commandment in the cynic s

law of moses the new eleventh being thou shalt not be found
out 36

in the face of the phrase s devaluation mormon fundamen-
talists ardent preservers of polygamy after the body of the church
did away with the practice continued to cite the creed in part
by using it as an occasional source for fillers in an underground
publication truth whose editors and subscribers saw themselves as
continuing the underground marriage practices ofjohnofjohn taylors days
or even of nauvoo wishing by the creed to bolster the common
secrecy the fundamentalists published notices such as this

the mormon motto
nosey say it is none of my business but how does your husband keep
his wives
lucy that s right it isis none of your business 37
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one of the ironies of mormon history is that would be preservers of
plural marriage began to take up the mormon creed as their own
aiming it squarely at the institutional church

among the english speaking saints at large the phrase is now
barely a memory though its substance the ideas of stewardship and of
I1 creed itself continues to provoke discussion 38the38 the saying seems to
have taken its place in a dim comercorner of church history one encounters
it if at all in reprint anthologies of quotations from early church
leaders where it probably strikes contemporary observers as little more
than a rhetorical curio a fit subject for a scholarly note but with its
comic touch and common sense the mormon creed embodied much of
the spirit of quintessential mormonism which perhaps not surprisingly
has shown itself the great leveling machine of even its own creed
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